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DGB weekend rankings: It’s way too early but we still have a top five, a bottom five and 
your second-favorite team 

By Sean McIndoe 

We’re back. And as per tradition, we’re back way too early. 

The season isn’t even a week old. That’s too soon to know 
anything about anyone, which means it’s too soon to do 
power rankings. I mean, sure, we’re not doing them after 
three days like some people we could mention, but this is still 
pretty silly. 

So why bother? Two reasons. First, it’s fun. You can read my 
rankings now and think that I’m wrong, then wait six months 
until you find out that I was really super wrong. Then you can 
laugh at me. I’m told people enjoy that. 

But maybe more importantly, every once in a great while we 
really do learn something from the first few days of the 
season. Sometimes there is a very faint signal hidden in all 
of the noise; the challenge is to find it. That’s the tricky part, 
and most of us aren’t very good at it. But that doesn’t mean it 
isn’t worth at least trying. 

These rankings have been running for close to a decade 
now, and some of you know the drill. If you’re new or could 
use a refresher, here’s the key thing you need to know: 
These rankings are trying to predict the future, which is a 
very different goal than looking for a snapshot of the present. 
We want to answer two questions here every week. We want 
to know which teams are most likely to win the Stanley Cup 
and which ones are the most likely to finish dead last. We do 
that by considering what’s happened in the last week, but we 
try not to overreact to it. If the Sabres beat the Lightning on 
some random Friday night, cool, that’s hockey. It doesn’t 
necessarily mean the Sabres shoot up the rankings. 

It’s a bit different than most of the many rankings out there, 
which tend to be more focused on immediate events. That’s 
a perfectly valid way to do it, of course, but it’s not what 
we’re going for here. If seeing a ranking where a team is 
ahead of an opponent who just beat them is going to bother 
you, this might not be your thing, because we try very hard 
not to overreact to single games or small samples. 
Remember: Big picture. 

Makes sense? Cool, let’s get to some way-too-early rankings 
that are going to end up being very wrong. 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first 
franchise in three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to 
admit probably counts. 

The story of University of Toronto goalie Alex Bishop was 
pretty cool. He didn’t get into the game, which was good 
news for the Leafs and maybe also for any Senators fans 
wondering if two years’ worth of David Ayres jokes were 
going to come back to haunt them. The Leafs only had to 

play a goalie short for one game before they could use an 
emergency call-up on Michael Hutchinson, so Bishop’s brief 
NHL career appears over, at least until he inevitably ends up 
starting a Game 7 for some reason. 

5. Carolina Hurricanes (2-0-0, +4 true goals differential*) – 
They took a lot of criticism for their weird offseason, and it 
wasn’t undeserved. But a big part of that was around 
goaltending, and a few more strong starts by Frederik 
Andersen will start to alleviate that. Getting a convincing win 
on opening night against their main competition for the top 
spot in the Metro also doesn’t hurt. 

4. Florida Panthers (2-0-0, +5)  – Tell me if I’m wrong here, 
but it feels like the Panthers are this year’s team that we’re 
all kind of rooting for, right? 

They’re good and fun to watch, so you’re not hitching your 
wagon to some loser team. They haven’t won a playoff round 
in forever, so you’re certainly not front-running. Their main 
rival is the Lightning, and we’re all sick of seeing them win. 
And I’m not sure anyone’s ever met an annoying Panthers 
fan. Heck, anyone who’s still a die-hard after all these years 
is pretty much the most deserving fan you’ll ever meet. 

So be it resolved, the Panthers are everyone’s second-
favorite team this year. Everyone on board? Cool, motion 
carried. 

3. Vegas Golden Knights (1-1-0, -3) – They struggled with 
the Kraken and got smoked by the Kings, and everyone is 
already banged up, but again it’s early and we’re not 
overreacting. That said, a big part of the optimism around the 
Knights has always been that we’ve all just penciled them in 
as the Pacific winners, so Edmonton looking as good as they 
have is at least worth keeping an eye on. We’ll get to see 
those teams go head-to-head on Friday. 

2. Tampa Bay Lightning (2-1-0, -2) – They’re the two-time 
defending champs, so we’re certainly not going to bump 
them very far down the opening-week list. But it was an 
uneven first three games for the Lightning, who got waxed by 
the depleted Penguins and needed overtime to win a wild 
one against the Red Wings before settling down against the 
Caps in a game that saw Nikita Kucherov leave early. 
They’ve got a .667 points percentage through three games, 
but so do their opponents. The NHL! 

1. Colorado Avalanche (1-1-0, even) – Everyone’s 
preseason Cup pick have looked OK so far, with a win over 
the Hawks followed by Saturday’s loss to the Blues. Not 
great, but nothing that would have us rescinding their status 
as overwhelming favorites in the Central, especially when 
they haven’t had Nathan MacKinnon in the lineup yet. 

By the way, anyone who had “kicked-in goals” on their bingo 
card for calls we’ll all be mad about early in the season, 
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collect your winnings now. (I thought the Tyson Jost no-goal 
was the right call, but this stuff is always dicey.) 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like 
the NHL does for some reason. 

Not ranked: Pittsburgh Penguins – Look, I warned you. 

Back in my preseason predictions, I showed my cards when 
it came to the Penguins. And my cards are this: I have no 
idea. None. Not with this team. I gave them the widest range 
of plausible outcomes in the league, anywhere from Stanley 
Cup champions to the bottom five. 

So no, I’m not getting caught up in a 2-0-1 start, even one 
that includes a very impressive opening night win over the 
Lightning as well as a short-rest OT point against the 
Panthers and Saturday’s easy win against Chicago. Points in 
three games against good teams without Sidney Crosby or 
Evgeni Malkin is a heck of a start. It’s just not enough to get 
me on board with much confidence, just like an 0-3 start 
wouldn’t have convinced me they were in trouble. 

Still, it’s worth wondering how far the Pens can take this. 
They’ve got their next seven at home, and while it does bring 
some tough matchups (including a rematch with the 
Lightning), there’s an opportunity here to bank some wins in 
a division race where every point should matter. And once 
Crosby is back … well, we’ll see. Again, no idea. If any of 
you Penguins fans want to explain this team to me, I could 
use the help. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds 
and a shot at Shane Wright. 

Editors are important and can bail you out when you make 
an embarrassing spelling mistake. That’s always been true in 
sportswriting. It’s apparently also true when it comes to NHL 
jerseys. 

5. Chicago Blackhawks (0-2-1, -6) – I’ll start by 
acknowledging that this could end up feeling like an 
overreaction in a week or two. The Hawks were expected to 
be good – maybe not good good, but at least playoff bubble 
good. In their first three games, they have been … uh, not 
that. 

So is Laz right, and we’re already at a crisis point? Maybe 
not quite, because it’s still three games. But Marc-Andre 
Fleury has looked awful, Seth Jones hasn’t been much 
better, Jonathan Toews hasn’t had an impact yet, and if 
those three guys aren’t making a difference then you have to 
wonder how this team is any better than last year. 

So what now? We wait and see, I guess. There will be plenty 
of speculation about Jeremy Colliton, and I’d be plenty 
nervous if I was one of the 15 entries in the prediction 
contest that had him on their safe coaches list. But hey, it’s 
not like the Hawks have ever fired a young coach with less 
than 200 games under his belt just a few games into a 
season. That would never work. 

4. Columbus Blue Jackers (2-0-0, +7) – A 2-0-0 team in the 
bottom five? Yep, and they’re not the only ones, although 
we’ll get to that. Remember, we’re thinking long term here, 
and the Blue Jackets still look like the Metro’s cellar dwellers. 

Still, that doesn’t mean we can focus on the positive here, as 
Columbus gets Brad Larsen the first two wins of his NHL 
head coaching career, Max Domi looks like a player again 
and Patrik Laine reminds us of what he can do when he’s on. 

Sure, the wins came against an expansion team that didn’t 
have any players a few months ago and a Coyotes team that 
doesn’t have any players now. As we often say around here, 
you can only beat the teams that the schedule gives you. 
With the Wings up next, the Blue Jackets have a solid 
chance to keep some momentum and make their case to not 
be on this list a week from now. 

3. Anaheim Ducks (1-1-1, +2) – The one caveat on all the 
doom-and-gloom projections for the Ducks was whether 
John Gibson could get back to a level of play that matched 
his reputation. He looked great against the Jets, then sat out 
their next game after appearing to get hurt in a collision with 
Andrew Copp. Anthony Stolarz looked good on Saturday but 
this is clearly the big story for the Ducks, who won’t have 
much hope if Gibson isn’t dominating. 

2. Buffalo Sabres (2-0-0, +4) – Two games, two wins, one of 
which even came against a team that was vaguely trying. I’m 
not moving them out of a bottom spot based on those two 
games alone, partially because I’m mad that they couldn’t 
finish the Coyotes in overtime and make me look smart. 

That said, I’m just going to leave this here: 

Just for the fun, though, take a look at Buffalo’s first 11 
games. They get the Habs, the Coyotes, all three California 
teams, the Red Wings, the Canucks, the Kraken, the Devils 
… they’ve got a puncher’s chance in each of those games, 
right? It’s not ridiculous to think they could fluke their way to 
seven or eight wins, at which point the whole hockey world 
goes “wait what” and the narrative of the Sabres being the 
ultimate underdogs is born. Everyone’s rooting for them, 
Eichel becomes the villain, momentum takes over and off we 
go. 

That was from my hope for the hopeless column a few 
weeks ago. I’m not saying, I’m just saying. 

1. Arizona Coyotes (0-1-1, -6) – We knew they’d be bad, but 
the season-opening 8-2 loss to the Blue Jackets was 
embarrassing. They did earn a point in Buffalo, but they’ve 
got the Blues, Oilers and Islanders up this week, and the 
schedule the week after is even worse. This could be very 
ugly very quickly. If it isn’t already. 

Not ranked: Montreal Canadiens – You know what team I 
cheer for, so let’s just say I’m not going to write off the Habs 
after three straight losses. 

Still, it’s been a rough start for last year’s finalist, who 
currently sit as the only 0-3-0 team in the league. More 
concerning, they’ve scored just three goals, so you can’t just 
shrug about goaltending or whatever else. Other than 
Jonathan Drouin, nobody has looked all that dangerous, and 
the young dynamic duo of Cole Caufield and Nick Suzuki 
have started cold. 

It’s the Habs’ first 0-3-0 start since 1995-96, and I probably 
don’t have to remind Montreal fans of how that season 
turned out. This team isn’t that one, but with no Shea Weber 
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and Carey Price’s status still unknown, the Canadiens don’t 
have a ton of ground to five in the Atlantic. 

The good news, such as it is, is that the upcoming schedule 
is very manageable. There’s one tough matchup this week 
when Carolina comes to town in the Jesperi Kotkaniemi 
homecoming, which should be a gong show. But other than 
that, the rest of their next eight is San Jose twice, Detroit 
twice, Seattle, San Jose and Los Angeles. That’s as close to 
a cakewalk as the parity era will ever serve up, so Montreal 

either gets right over the new two weeks or we get reason to 
really worry. 

For what it’s worth, we’re not panicking on the Jets or 
Islanders, two contenders who’ve started 0-and-2. The 
Rangers haven’t looked great but we’ll give them a bit more 
rope, while the Predators look like who we thought they 
were. Meanwhile, the Flyers have only played once, but the 
Carter Hart comeback tour is not off to a great start. 

Will any of that end up mattering? Check back next week, 
when it will still be too early.

 

 

About Last Night: Canes ride goaltending, star power to road win  

Thanks to a big game from Frederik Andersen and clutch 
goal from Andrei Svechnikov, the Hurricanes are 2-0.  

By taliagoodman 

It’s been so far, so good for Hurricanes goaltender Frederik 
Andersen, as he was the star of the game last night in 
Carolina’s 3-2 win against the Nashville Predators. Looking 
sharp, he allowed just two goals on 40 shots.  

It was a clear goalie battle as the Hurricanes faced the 
Predators for their 17th meeting since January. Their last 
matchup was the finale to the first round of the playoffs, 
where the Canes managed to defeat the Predators in six 
games.  

The Hurricanes were coming off a season-opening win 
against the Islanders, and the Predators were fresh off of a 
loss to the Seattle Kraken.  

It was a hard fought game to the end.  

The Canes were outshot 40-32, and were outshot 15-8 
during the second period, their worst offensive spurt of the 
night.  

Let’s look at a few takeaways:  

Another fast start 

Jesper Fast opened the scoring for Carolina at 6:19 into the 
first period with a bar down wrist shot to the top corner. The 
goal was assisted by Jaccob Slavin and captain Jordan 
Staal. This was Fast’s second goal in the opening two 
games, but the scoresheet hasn’t illustrated the full picture of 
his contributions.  

“He’s been steady,” head coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “You 
know what you’re getting out of that guy. That’s what you 
love about him as a coach.” 

Fast ended the game with two shots and added a hit and a 
takeaway into the mix. He’s been a phenomenal two way 
player and has proven his reliability throughout the first two 
games of the season.  

Sharp as a knife 

Frederik Andersen impressed in his second game with the 
Hurricanes, making saves left and right to keep Carolina in 
striking distance of a win. He looked calm and steady all the 
way to the end as he faced plenty of tough shots from the 
Predators.  

“I haven’t seen a lot of games like that in the three years I’ve 
been doing this, where clearly the goalie was the reason we 
won the game, in my opinion,” Brind’Amour said after 
Saturday’s win.  

Killing it off 

The Hurricanes penalty killing units were perfect last night, 
killing off all four of Nashville’s power plays.  

Early in the game, Jordan Martinook ended up in the box 
with a minor penalty for high sticking. The penalty killing unit 
impressed, clearing the puck five times and subsequently 
killing off the penalty.  

Andrei Svechnikov later picked up a slashing penalty with 
just over three minutes remaining in the first period. The 
Hurricanes had another good kill, clearing the puck three 
times and showcasing their defensive talents.  

This pattern continued, as Carolina was able to capitalize on 
chances, intercept key passes and clear the puck 
consistently. This aspect of their special teams deserves a 
round of applause for its performance last night.  

Drop the gloves 

These two teams have history. There’s no denying that, and 
it showed through the physicality of the game.  

Just a few minutes into the game, Tony DeAngelo got 
sandwiched by two Predators, took a hard hit and briefly left 
the ice and headed to the dressing room. Luckily, he 
returned to the bench quickly and played out the rest of the 
game, but the high compete level of Nashville was clearly 
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present as they were hoping to celebrate their revenge party 
for last season’s abrupt ending.  

There were pushes and shoves all around, as Tanner 
Jeannot had a hard hit on Jordan Martinook and tried to drop 
the gloves with him, but Martinook didn’t bite.  

The game ended with 28 hits total, 15 of those coming from 
Nashville, while the other 13 were registered by Carolina.  

Svechnikov strikes again 

After a careless pass by Andrei Svechnikov, leading to Ryan 
Johansen’s goal, he made up for his mistake by scoring an 
important one for the Canes, giving them a lead of 2-1.  

With just six minutes remaining in regulation, this game was 
reeking of familiarity. The last four matchups between these 
two teams resulted in overtime, but Svechnikov helped to 
end the streak with a perfectly placed wrist shot to the top left 
corner, assisted by Martin Necas and Brett Pesce.  

“I made a big mistake when they scored their first goal, and I 
had to do that,” Svechnikov said. 

Better next time 

The main area of tonight’s game that lacked rhythm and 
spark was the power play.  

The Canes had a 5-on-3 chance 12:23 into the first period 
and failed to capitalize. They were too pass-heavy and the 
results were disappointing.  

The Canes had four chances to score with the man-
advantage last night and went 0-4, proving that while their 
penalty kill is near-perfect, their power play leaves much to 
be desired.  

Teravainen seals the deal 

Teuvo Teravainen closed out the win for Carolina with a 150-
ft empty-netter with 1:12 left in regulation. This extended the 
Canes lead to 3-1, which proved to be necessary after 
Nashville ended up scoring a late goal with an extra attacker 
to cut the deficit to 3-2 with 45 seconds remaining.  

The Canes’ next matchup is another away game this coming 
Thursday against the Montreal Canadiens who are currently 
0-3-0. 
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1223168 Montreal Canadiens 

 

Jack Todd: Dismal start to season puts Habs' many shortcomings on 
display 

 

Jack Todd  •  Publishing date:Oct 17, 2021  •  11 hours ago 

 

The diagnosis is pretty simple. The Canadiens miss their heavyweights. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

Read ‘em and weep: Shea Weber , Corey Perry , Phillip Danault , Carey 
Price . 

Weber and Price are missing through no fault of the management. Price 
will be back. Weber probably won’t. But Danault and Perry could have 
been retained — and from what we have seen so far, both should have 
been signed. 

Without those four, the Canadiens have a team with talent but without 
direction, without an identity, without a sense of itself. 

Surprising? It shouldn’t be. The ferocious penalty kill that was such a 
critical factor in the run to the Stanley Cup final has been almost 
completely gutted, beginning with Danault’s absence at centre ice . 

Subtract the towering, glowering presence of Weber in front of the net 
and the sheer aura of Price in goal and you have a team that can’t 
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dominate on the penalty kill or anywhere else. Red Fisher had a way of 
cutting through the dross to get to the heart of things. He understood that 
a team is only as good as its best players and his mantra was always the 
same: “Show me the players.” 

Without the bona fide heavyweights in the lineup, the Canadiens simply 
don’t have the players. They have good players, not great players and 
unless they can find a way to compensate until Price returns, they could 
very quickly find themselves in real trouble. 

Yes, it’s only three games down the drain in this listless start to the 
season and there’s plenty of time for this edition to find itself. But 
combine the goal-a-game pace from the offence , the general lack of 
cohesion on the ice, the rattled penalty kill and the feeble power play and 
you have a team that is already making that magical playoff run look like 
a hallucination brought on by the wrong kind of mushrooms in your 
spaghetti sauce. 

This can’t be allowed to go on. The Atlantic Division is tough, the Eastern 
Conference tougher. Look at the potential playoff teams and you can 
pencil in the Panthers, Lightning, Leafs, Bruins, Islanders, Capitals, 
Penguins and Hurricanes as near locks for the playoffs if everyone is 
healthy, leaving the Habs on the outside looking in — and we wouldn’t 
bet against the rapidly improving Senators jumping into the dogfight as 
well. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

With seven games remaining in October, four of them during a West 
Coast trip against middling opposition, it’s not inconceivable that the 
Stanley Cup finalists could crawl back into it — or find themselves all but 
out of contention by the end of the month, 10 games into the season. 

Random Hab thoughts: Why do his teammates ignore Cole Caufield ? 
Your most dangerous trigger man (at least until Mike Hoffman is healthy ) 
is wide open in the left playoff circle on the power play, rapping his stick 
on the ice, and he’s treated like an unwanted intruder? 

It’s not the first time this season his teammates have missed Caufield — 
are they trying to avoid goals? Is there a feeling that the kid needs to be 
put in his place? Or do they simply lack the vision to find him? 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

And why did the Canadiens (who can’t seem to do anything right these 
days) cut off the standing ovation for Jonathan Drouin when it had barely 
begun? After 19 months of pandemic horrors and knowing what Drouin 
has been through , the fans were eager to let off some steam and give 
the guy Standing O as only Montreal can, but they weren’t given a 
chance. 

Montreal Gazette LOADED: 10.18.2021 
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Canadiens to make land acknowledgment before home games 

 

Montreal Gazette 

Publishing date:Oct 17, 2021  •  21 hours ago 

 

The Montreal Canadiens announced the team will read an 
acknowledgment before every home game recognizing the land it is on is 
traditional Indigenous territory. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

“Land acknowledgements allow us to recognize the First Peoples on 
whose traditional territories we live and work,” the Canadiens 
organization said in a written statement earlier in the day. 

“Recognition and respect are essential for building healthy and equal 
relationships with Indigenous peoples and for continuing the process of 
reconciliation.” 

The Canadiens said the land acknowledgment will be read by its 
announcer, Michel Lacroix, to start the season. 

The team said the land acknowledgment is the first of several initiatives 
that will be unveiled during the year to “recognize, honour and support 
local First Nations and Indigenous communities.” 

The message posted by the Canadiens thanked the Val-d’Or Native 
Friendship Centre “for their valuable guidance and support.” 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

The land acknowledgment reads: “The Montreal Canadiens wish to 
acknowledge the Kanien’keha:ka, also known as the Mohawk Nation, for 
their hospitality on this traditional and unceded territory where we are 
gathered today. Tiohtià:ke/Montréal is historically known as a gathering 
place for many First Peoples. Today, it is home to a diverse population of 
Indigenous and other peoples. We respect the continued connections 
with the past, present and future in our ongoing relationships with 
Indigenous and other peoples within this community where we have now 
had the privilege to play for over one hundred years.” 

Montreal Gazette LOADED: 10.18.2021 
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About Last Night: Lafrenière the hometown hero as Habs lose to 
Rangers 3-1 

 

Erik Leijon  •  Special to Montreal Gazette 

Publishing date:Oct 17, 2021  •  21 hours ago 

 

In their first game at a full capacity Bell Centre since March 2020, the 
Canadiens dropped to 0-3 on the season with a 3-1 loss to the New York 
Rangers on Saturday. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

An announced attendance of 21,105 took in the team’s home opener. 
Jonathan Drouin scored Montreal’s lone goal and has now supplied two 
of the team’s three markers on the season. In his Montreal debut, St-
Eustache native Alexis Lafrenière scored the game-winner for the 
Rangers. 

Prior to the game, the team made a couple of announcements. Longtime 
equipment manager Pierre Gervais will serve his final season in the role . 
Going forward, the team will also deliver a land acknowledgment before 
each home game. 

It’s been a while since we’ve heard the thunderous roar of 20,000 plus 
fans at the Bell Centre, and they made their voices known during the 
pregame ceremony. They chanted Carey Price ‘s name when he was 
introduced on the big screen (he wasn’t in attendance), and saved a big 
cheer for Drouin , the last player introduced before puck drop. 

Of course, Gervais got a warm round of applause from the Bell Centre 
crowd as well. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

The Canadiens entered the night snake-bitten with the man-advantage, 
and that streak — already 0-8 after two games — continued. They went 
0-2 on the power play in the first. Alexander Romanov laid out Kaapo 
Kakko with a big hit. The forward got back up, but eventually left the 
game with an upper body injury and did not return. The uneventful 
opening frame ended with the Rangers up 8-5 in shots. 
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In the second period, the Habs ran into penalty trouble. They committed 
three infractions within the first 10 minutes of the period, and received 
four minors in all. Montreal successfully killed the first two, although 
Lafrenière and Mika Zibanejad each had multiple chances as the trigger 
men, but with Mathieu Perreault in the box for holding, Zibanejad sent a 
puck toward the net that seemingly bounced off Romanov’s skate and 
behind diving netminder Jake Allen for the game’s opening goal. For the 
time being, the goal was awarded to Habs nemesis Chris Kreider. 

Cedric Paquette nearly had his first as a Hab when he deflected a 
Perreault pass through the legs, but Rangers goalie Igor Shesterkin was 
there to make one of many acrobatic saves on the night. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

Not to be outdone, David Savard almost helped light the lamp in his first 
home game as a Hab, jumping into the play and toe dragging the puck to 
the net. He elected to pass, and the puck eventually found its way to the 
Ranger goalie without a clear shot. The second period ended with the 
Rangers up 1-0 and with the Canadiens leading in shots 18-17. 

In the third, the Habs got one more chance on the power play when 
Lafrenière was sent to the box for tripping, but came up short. They 
finally broke Shesterkin’s shutout bid when Christian Dvorak skated 
behind the net with the puck and found Drouin in front, who went 
backhand and beat the outstretched goalie to tie the game 1-1. 

This advertisement has not loaded yet, but your article continues below. 

Only 26 seconds later, the Rangers regained the lead when a racing 
Zibanejad fed the puck to Lafrenière on his left, who slid the puck past 
Allen. 

The prospect’s family was in attendance, and they were understandably 
thrilled. 

The goal proved to be the turning point, as Kevin Rooney scored an 
empty-netter with 10 seconds remaining to give the Rangers a 3-1 victory 
on the road. The Habs went winless in their first week of the season, and 
will look to finally put their first win on the board Tuesday at home against 
the San Jose Sharks. 

Montreal Gazette LOADED: 10.18.2021 
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Blue Jackets Sunday Gathering: John Tortorella is good TV, ‘if only’ with 
Alexander Wennberg, and more 

 

By Aaron Portzline  

Oct 17, 2021  

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A collection of notes, insights, ruminations and did-
you-knows gathered throughout the week that was for the Blue Jackets: 

Item No. 1. Tortorella on TV 

Former Blue Jackets coach John Tortorella just finished his first full week 
as a studio analyst for ESPN, and it’s been predictably riveting TV. 

It works on so many levels. First, Tortorella has never been shy to share 
his opinions. The NHL used to fine Tortorella for his best takes, but now 
the World Wide Leader is paying him handsomely for them. 

But also, Tortorella’s national platform will give fans a fuller scope of the 
man. The YouTube clips of him berating reporters, lambasting NHL 
officials and the Pittsburgh Penguins have cemented a reputation, but 
there is another side of him that most have never seen. 

Take this weekend, when Tortorella choked back his emotions while 
discussing Blue Jackets goaltender Matiss Kivlenieks, who died this 
summer following a fireworks mishap in Novi, Mich. 

“It just hit me again, ya know?” Tortorella said. “I thought I was ready to 
talk about it again, but…” 

  TORTS HTTPS://T.CO/YPWSQR77I1 

— RENAUD LAVOIE (@RENLAVOIETVA) OCTOBER 16, 2021 

Asked how much coaching he’s getting from ESPN producers, Tortorella 
chuckled. 

“I’m doing my own thing. I don’t even consider it TV,” Tortorella told The 
Athletic. “Once you start answering questions, you’re just talking hockey. 

“John (Buccigross) and Arda (Ocal), the hosts, are so good. If you’re 
struggling at any time, they’re right there for you. It’s going good. It’s 
been busy, but it’s been fun.” 

This marks only the second year since 1987 — 34 years! — that 
Tortorella hasn’t been behind a bench. He was in limbo for one year  (the 
2014-15 season) after getting fired by Vancouver following the 2013-14 
season. 

“It didn’t drive me crazy during camp, because I’m like the players on that 
one — I think camp sucks,” Tortorella said. “It’s long, and you have to do 
it. It’s important for everybody. Of course, it’s important. But it sucks. 

“I kind of enjoyed some of that time (in September). But then it starts and 
the games start counting … it’s just different. Yeah, I miss it. Shit yeah.” 

But there is a benefit to stepping outside the bubble of a single team, 
Tortorella said. He also recognized it during his year away from the 
game, before the Blue Jackets came calling in 2015. 

Former Blue Jackets coach Ken Hitchcock felt the same way when he 
spent the 2010-11 season on the sidelines after being let go by 
Columbus. One year later, he joined the St. Louis Blues. 

“When you coach your own team, especially the way I feel about how 
you coach, I’m locked in on my team and what we’re doing,” Tortorella 
said. “I don’t spend a lot of time on the other teams. I know what we’re 
going to face before we play them, but I’m not watching the league from 
the inside out. 

“Here, I get to watch games and I’m learning about the league and its 
personnel. I get to listen to other coaches and other players. I get to see 
stories about other players … all this stuff I didn’t know. 

“I want to coach again, and I hope this is going to help me understand 
the league even better.” 

Tortorella has a one-hour drive from his home in New York to the ESPN 
studios in Bristol, Conn. So far it’s all been studio work, no live shots from 
NHL rinks. 

“I don’t want to go to the rinks,” Tortorella said. “If I go to the rink, I’ll want 
to coach. 

“The games have started now, and I can’t get that part (wanting to coach) 
out of me. So you prepare, you keep yourself ready and maybe an 
opportunity comes, and maybe it doesn’t. I don’t know. But ESPN has 
been great. Just great.” 

Tortorella left a huge mark on the Blue Jackets franchise. They’d made 
the playoffs twice in 15 seasons before he arrived in 2015-16, then 
reached the postseason four times in six seasons under Tortorella. 

That includes the only two postseason series wins in franchise history, a 
sweep of Tampa Bay in the first round of 2019 and a 3-2 win over 
Toronto in the preliminary round in 2020. 

He has by far the most wins (227) and highest points percentage (.568) 
of any coach in franchise history. 
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When the 2020-21 season came to end, both Tortorella and the Blue 
Jackets decided to move in a different direction. His contract was 
expiring, and the Blue Jackets were looking at a roster overhaul, looking 
to start a new era. 

“I’ve talked to Lars,” Tortorella said, referring to Brad Larsen, who was 
elevated from Tortorella’s top assistant to his replacement. “He’s a good 
friend of mine, so of course we talked. We’ve talked quite a bit. 

“I’ve been in touch with the whole staff. Those are friends of mine. It 
doesn’t matter if I’m there or not, I’m still going to be in touch with ’em.” 

Tortorella has watched a ton of hockey over the past couple of weeks, he 
said, but not the Blue Jackets. 

It was time to move on, he insisted. No regrets. But that doesn’t mean 
moving on is easy. 

“I didn’t watch their (opener vs. Arizona),” Tortorella said. “I haven’t 
gotten there yet. I’ll put it to you that way, I haven’t gotten there yet.” 

Item No. 2. Wistful for Wennberg 

It’s easy to forget the frustration that mounted in Columbus while the Blue 
Jackets waited for center Alexander Wennberg to rediscover the 
offensive promise he showed early in his career. 

The belief that Wennberg’s reawakening was always right around the 
corner led one press box wag to dub him “When?-berg.” 

The Blue Jackets bought out the remaining three years on Wennberg’s 
contract ($4.9 million salary-cap hit) in the summer of 2020, and it was 
widely considered a prudent move, especially given how COVID-19 has 
ransacked the league’s finances. 

Wennberg rejuvenated his career last season with Florida (a career-high 
17 goals) and worked his way back into a big contract this summer: three 
years, $13.5 million from the expansion Seattle Kraken. 

Good on Wennberg, who left the Blue Jackets in good standing, with 
several friends still on the roster. He’s 27 years old and coming up on 
500 games NHL, well into what will surely be a very good NHL career. 

But watching Wennberg play for the Kraken on Saturday — it was a 
classically Wennbergian game, with 18:06 of playing time and not a 
single shot on goal — got us thinking. 

The Blue Jackets are struggling to find somebody who can play between 
top wingers Patrik Laine and Jake Voracek. Rookie Cole Sillinger, Boone 
Jenner and Alexandre Texier each took a turn on the No. 1 line during 
training camp, and Texier stuck there for the start of the season. 

By the end of Saturday’s 2-1 overtime win over the Kraken, Jenner was 
back in that spot as Larsen grew desperate to win a meaningful faceoff 
and enable a late offensive push again a stingy Seattle team. 

Sillinger is the top two-way center on the roster, but he’s only 18 years 
old. Jenner’s foot speed is a concern against other top lines. Texier has 
yet to deliver, despite being put in prime positions by the Jackets. This 
figures to be a revolving door all season. 

Laine and Voracek don’t need an elite playmaker between them. Voracek 
loves to carry the puck and is the best passer on the Blue Jackets’ roster. 

They don’t need a shooter in that spot, either. Laine possesses a Zeus’ 
lightning bolt of a shot, as seen with his OT goal on Saturday. 

What Laine and Voracek need is a stable, defensively sound player who 
makes smart decisions with the puck and can keep a play alive. 

That’s Wennberg’s game, isn’t it? 

The Blue Jackets are paying Wennberg $441,667 this season and next, 
then $891,667 for the following three seasons (through 2025-26) as a 
result of his contract buyout. 

This isn’t to say the Blue Jackets erred in parting ways with Wennberg. 
Hindsight is 20/20, right? But it is wild how two years can change a 
landscape so dramatically. 

Item No. 3: Lehtonen pulls the chute 

Defenseman Mikko Lehtonen made the leap to the NHL with some 
fanfare in May 2020 when he chose to sign with Toronto among several 
bidding teams. The expectation was that he’d crack the Maple Leafs’ top 
six and be a bargain player for the salary cap-maligned franchise. 

He played only nine games with Toronto before being traded to the Blue 
Jackets less than a year later. 

The Blue Jackets sent depth-chart goaltender Veini Vehvilainen to 
Toronto for Lehtonen, hoping he’d plug a third-pair hole created by the 
departure of Ryan Murray and Markus Nutivaara the previous summer. 

But Lehtonen never really grabbed the opportunity in Columbus, either. 
The Blue Jackets resigned him this summer to a deal that was barely 
above the NHL minimum ($900,000), but when they cleared him through 
waivers late in training camp and refused to accept assignment to AHL 
Cleveland. 

This week, the Blue Jackets and Lehtonen agreed to part ways so he 
could head back to Europe. The Jackets placed him on irrevocable 
waivers on Tuesday and when he cleared the following day, his contract 
was terminated. 

Lehtonen signed a four-year deal this weekend with SKA St. Petersburg 
of the KHL, according to TSN’s Chris Johnston. He’s now a teammate of 
Blue Jackets prospect winger Kirill Marchenko. 

As for Veini Vehvilainen? He headed back overseas this summer, and 
his rights are currently not held by an NHL team. He has an .877 save 
percentage in eight games with Brynas IF Gavle in Sweden’s top league. 

The week ahead 

Tuesday: at Detroit, 7 p.m. 

Thursday: vs. New York Islanders, 7 p.m. 

Saturday: vs. Carolina, 7 p.m. 

Snacks 

• That was quick. Yegor Chinakhov scored Saturday in his AHL debut for 
Cleveland, then was recalled to the Blue Jackets on Sunday morning. 
Asked if this were an indication that Chinakhov would dress Tuesday in 
Detroit, GM Jarmo Kekalainen responded with a now-trademarked 
answer: “We shall see.” Cleveland doesn’t play again until Friday in 
Belleville, Ont., so Chinakhov, at minimum, could practice this week with 
the Blue Jackets without missing a game. 

• Chinakhov’s demotion to the AHL rankled a portion of the Blue Jackets’ 
fan base who are all-in on a youth movement in Columbus this season. 
But here’s the rub: the Blue Jackets don’t want to play Chinakhov in a 
fourth-line role in Columbus, and the top nine spots for wingers are all 
currently held by proven NHL veterans: Laine, Voracek, Gus Nyquist, 
Oliver Bjorkstrand, Boone Jenner and Max Domi. Who are you going to 
bump? Cleveland gives Chinakhov a chance to play big minutes. The 
goal he scored on Saturday was his only shot on goal in the game. 

• The Blue Jackets’ defensive pair of Zach Werenski and Jake Bean is 
not the first time the top unit in Columbus has been No. 8 and No. 22. It 
conjures memories of Jan Hejda and Mike Commodore, the top pair on 
the Blue Jackets’ first playoff team in 2009. 

• The Kraken earned their first franchise win on Thursday when they won 
in Nashville. Four of the last six NHL expansion franchises have earned 
their first wins on the road, with Nashville (1998) and Minnesota (2000) 
the exception. Seattle (2021 at Nashville), Las Vegas (2017 at Dallas), 
Columbus (2000 at Calgary) and Atlanta (1999 at New York Islanders) all 
celebrated their first win away from home. Kevyn Adams had two goals 
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and rookie Rostislav Klesla also scored, while Ron Tugnutt had 19 saves 
in the Blue Jackets’ 3-2 win over the Flames on Oct. 12, 2000. 

• Sillinger, the Blue Jackets’ 18-year-old rookie, became the fourth-
youngest player to debut for the franchise when he played on Thursday 
against Arizona. In that same game, Grégory Hofmann became the 
second-oldest player to make his NHL debut with Columbus, according 
to the league’s statistics department. Hofmann was 28 years, 335 days 
when he dressed against the Coyotes. Exactly 15 years earlier — Oct. 
14, 2006 — goaltender Fredrik Norrena made his NHL debut for the Blue 
Jackets at 32 years, 319 days. 
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Goaltender Alex Bishop relishes ‘surreal’ opportunity with Maple Leafs 

 

Marty Klinkenberg 

17/10/2021 

 

Toronto Maple Leafs goaltender Alexander Bishop warms up before the 
start of a game against the Ottawa Senators in Toronto on Oct. 16. 

Evan Buhler/The Canadian Press 

On Friday night, Alex Bishop studied for midterms at the University of 
Toronto, where he is a commerce major and tends the net for its hockey 
team, the Varsity Blues. 

Twenty-four hours later, he was seated at the end of the Maple Leafs’ 
bench at Scotiabank Arena as insurance in case an injury occurred to 
Toronto goalie Jack Campbell. 

“It was pretty wicked,” Bishop said. 

Earlier on Saturday, the 24-year-old signed an amateur-tryout contract 
with the team to serve as its emergency backup in the crease. Because 
of salary-cap constraints, the Maple Leafs were unable to immediately 
call up someone from the AHL Marlies after backup Petr Mrazek went 
down with a torn groin muscle in Ottawa on Thursday. 

Bishop was not called on to play in Toronto’s return engagement with the 
Senators on Saturday at Scotiabank Arena but enjoyed his Walter Mitty 
moment. 

“It is not lost on me that this is a rare opportunity,” he said afterward. “I 
realize I am pretty lucky.” 

Campbell made 20 saves and three different players scored in a 3-1 
victory as the Maple Leafs finished the first week of the regular season 
with two wins in three games. 

Bishop was at the rink for the morning skate to take shots from Auston 
Matthews but had no idea how the day was going to unfold. He is one of 
several amateur goalies the team keeps around in the event of an 
emergency and Saturday was simply his day in the rotation. 

“I started the morning skate, and things just snowballed from there,” 
Bishop said. 

The Varsity Blues’ season was cancelled last year because of COVID-
19, so he has not played in a game even at the college level since 2020. 
Previous to that, he played for parts of three seasons with the Saint John 
Sea Dogs of the QMJHL. 

Bishop grew up in nearby Markham and has always been a Maple Leafs 
fan. To skate onto the ice with them and take some shots during 
pregame warmups was a thrill. 

“It was pretty surreal,” Bishop said. “You never really notice the flash of 
the cameras until you get out there. It’s pretty distracting, but it was cool.” 

The last time an emergency backup goalie was used in the NHL was 
Feb. 22, 2020, when David Ayres entered a game in Toronto when 
Mrazek and Carolina’s other goalie, James Reimer, each sustained 
injuries. Ayres played nearly half of the game and recorded seven saves 
in a 6-3 defeat of the Maple Leafs. It was an embarrassment to the 
Toronto organization because Ayres was the Leafs’ emergency backup 
for the moment and had previously driven the Zamboni at Marlies games. 

Each NHL home team must provide an emergency netminder who can 
be deployed in a pinch by either team. 

Bishop was the next guy up in the rotation after Ayres. 

“I was a day late,” he said. “That could have been me.” 

Down the road, Saturday’s game will be memorable mostly only to 
Bishop. Wayne Simmonds, Alex Kerfoot and Michael Bunting each had a 
goal, defencemen Travis Dermott, Timothy Liljegren and Rasmus Sandin 
each had an assist and newcomer David Kampf went 10-3 in faceoffs. 

What is noteworthy after three games is that the Maple Leafs have been 
able to win twice without Matthews, who is still recovering from wrist 
surgery, and without a goal yet from either Mitch Marner or John 
Tavares. Campbell has stopped 61 of 63 shots and will start on Monday 
night when the New York Rangers visit. 

The goals were the first of the season for Simmonds and Kerfoot and the 
first as a Maple Leaf for Bunting, a 26-year-old who, as did Simmonds, 
grew up in the eastern Toronto suburb of Scarborough. 

“It is definitely a moment I will remember for the rest of my life,” Bunting 
said. 

Matthews is expected to play for the first time this season against the 
Rangers, and Michael Hutchinson was recalled on Saturday from the 
AHL to fill in behind Campbell. Mrazek is expected to be out for two 
weeks. 

Bishop, meanwhile, will go back to studying for midterm exams on 
Tuesday and Thursday. 

“In the first period I was nervous,” Bishop said. “In the second, it started 
to ease up. In the third, I just soaked it all in.” 

During the afternoon, he had to shut off his phone because so many 
people were excited for him. 

“People I haven’t heard from in five or six years were messaging me,” 
Bishop said. 
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Leafs notebook: Looser dress code suits Auston Matthews fine, and 
American invaders return to Scotiabank Arena 

 

By Kevin McGran 

Sun., Oct. 17, 2021 

 

The Maple Leafs’ younger players finally got their way with a relaxed 
dress code on game days, something closer to business casual. That 
gets them out of the sport’s restrictive but typically mandatory — even in 
minor hockey — jacket-and-tie policy. 
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“Just trying to keep it professional, but certainly we’ve tried to give a little 
more freedom, relaxing just a little bit. And I think it’s gone well. So far, 
guys have been really receptive,” said 31-year-old captain John Tavares. 
“I don’t think anyone will worry too much about what I wear compared to 
some of the other guys.” 

Centre Auston Matthews is typically deemed the best dressed. 

“It’s nice to kind of mix it up a little bit,” said the 24-year-old Matthews. 
“Just do your own thing. Whatever makes you happy. It doesn’t matter to 
me.” 

“I think it is good to express yourself,” said teammate Mitch Marner, also 
24. 

Coach Sheldon Keefe stayed out of the debate: “I’m more focused on 
how they’re performing when they’re in their equipment.” 

Banner nights: It’s been a long time since the Maple Leafs heard “The 
Star-Spangled Banner.” Last year, it wasn’t played at all with an 
exclusively Canadian schedule because of the pandemic. 

The New York Rangers will be in town on Monday, then the San Jose 
Sharks on Friday. Say farewell to the one-anthem nights at Scotiabank 
Arena. 

“It’s going to be great again to hear two anthems,” said Marner. 

The last American team the Leafs played was the Columbus Blue 
Jackets on Aug. 8, 2020: a 3-0 loss that sent Toronto packing from the 
qualifying round of the Stanley Cup playoffs. The last time they faced the 
Rangers was Feb. 5, 2020: a 5-3 loss in Madison Square Garden. 

“We’ve been so focused on Ottawa and Montreal in the early going here 
— not just last season, but the pre-season here and early regular 
season,” Keefe said. “It is a nice change, a lot different in terms of the 
variety. We’re going to play three different opponents this week that we 
haven’t seen in quite some time.” 

Ins and outs: Defencemen Justin Holl and Jake Muzzin both were absent 
from Sunday’s practice. Holl is out with a cold. His COVID-19 test came 
back negative. Muzzin’s absence was described as a maintenance day. 
... The Leafs officially called up goalie Michael Hutchinson after having to 
dress University of Toronto goalie Alex Bishop to back up Jack Campbell 
on Saturday. 
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Auston Matthews returns to the Leafs lineup Monday: ‘I’ve been itching to 
get back in’ 

 

By Kevin McGran 

Sun., Oct. 17, 2021 

 

It was hard to imagine anyone was more excited than Auston Matthews 
after the star centre announced he was “anticipating” a return to the 
lineup Monday, when the Maple Leafs host the New York Rangers. 

“I’m pumped,” Matthews said Sunday. “It’s not a lot of fun to watch, and it 
looks like the guys are having a lot of fun out there. So I’ve been itching 
to get back in.” 

The excitement was contagious through the room. 

“He’s a special talent, coming off a great year last year. We know what 
he’s going to add to our lineup and how dangerous he makes us,” said 

captain John Tavares. “We’re thrilled to get back one of the best players 
in the game.” 

Matthews, of course, has been recovering from August wrist surgery 
while his teammates have been struggling to score with just seven goals 
in three games, albeit with two wins in that time. 

“I know he’s excited,” said coach Sheldon Keefe. “Players are excited. 
Fans should be excited. We’re fully expecting him to go (Monday). He 
looks excellent. In the practice sessions, he’s dominant. But it is practice 
and the game is a whole different thing. 

“There’ll be some adjustments for him, I’m sure. He hasn’t had the 
benefit of the pre-season and the early going in the regular season like 
everyone else. But as we know, he’s a very good player and he’ll find his 
way through it.” 

Matthews scored 41 goals in 52 games last season, winning the Rocket 
Richard Trophy while taking his game to another level. His scoring ability 
on top of a commitment to defence, and continued improvements to his 
already good skating, are reasons why he could challenge Edmonton’s 
Connor McDavid for the Hart Trophy as the NHL’s most valuable player. 

Keefe said he’s impressed that Matthews continues to grow as a hockey 
player. 

“The biggest thing is just that he’s valued (defence), recognizing how 
important it is — not only for the team and what it does to keep the puck 
out of our net, but it also gets him pucks back quicker, gets him on 
offence,” said the coach. “I think making that connection for him has 
made a lot of sense. He’s a big, strong guy with great instincts, great 
stick, speed, and he’s got all the tools. 

“Definitely his two-way game is in a really good place, and I think that’s 
probably an underrated piece of his game.” 

Matthews has kept personal goals to himself in terms of the numbers he 
wants to put up. In general, he says, the goal is simply to be better every 
night. 

“Just continue to just have that consistency every single night,” said 
Matthews. “It’s hard to do it night after night, and that’s why the best 
players are the best players. It’s easier to be good for a week or a month. 
But it’s really hard to be good night after night consistently. So that’s 
really all I focus on. Being prepared every single night, and play to the 
best of my abilities.” 

Matthews warns not to expect too much right off the bat. He’ll play with 
Mitch Marner and Nick Ritchie, both still looking for their first goal of the 
season. 

“We’ll just have to … try to read off each other as much as we can,” said 
Matthews. “I’m going to be rusty, so I’ve got to get out there and move 
my feet and take care of the puck and just have some fun.” 

Matthews is a noted fast starter. He scored four goals in his first NHL 
game. Last season, his first goal came in the opener, and he launched 
an eight-game scoring streak in his fifth game. 

He’ll also add an element to the top power-play unit. The Leafs have one 
goal in six opportunities so far, a reminder that they still need work with 
the man advantage after a woeful second half of last season. 

Matthews, with his one-timer from the boards, will need to be defended 
with William Nylander on the opposite boards, Tavares in front of the net, 
Morgan Rielly on the blue line and Marner in the middle with passing 
options. 

“It makes us much more dangerous, a lot more for the opposition to think 
about,” said Keefe. 

Matthews said he learned a lot by simply watching his teammates for 
three games. While he thinks he made the right decision in not rushing 
back, he says it’s time. 
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“Obviously it’s been good to just stay patient and make sure I’m feeling 
fully confident — which, having taken a little bit of extra time, I absolutely 
do,” said Matthews. 

“There’s lots of stuff that you can take away from watching the game. It’s 
just not as fun.” 
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‘It was pretty wicked.’ U of T goalie Alex Bishop has a night to remember 
as a Leaf 

 

By Kevin McGran 

Sun., Oct. 17, 2021 

 

Alex Bishop started the day as expected. The sacrificial lamb of a goalie 
was on the ice early with Auston Matthews, the star centre working his 
way back from wrist surgery. 

The Maple Leafs have a network of goalies they count on from local 
universities to help out at practices now and then. 

But it became apparent before Saturday’s morning skate was over that 
Bishop’s day was going to be very different than expected. 

The former Quebec junior goalie who, at 24, now tends net for the 
University of Toronto Varsity Blues, was going to be a Maple Leaf for 
real. 

Petr Mrázek’s torn groin meant he couldn’t back up starter Jack 
Campbell. And the Leafs’ salary-cap limitations and the rules of the 
collective agreement meant they couldn’t call up Michael Hutchinson until 
Sunday. So, Bishop signed an amateur tryout and wore No. 70 for the 
game against the Senators at Scotiabank Arena. 

“Yeah, it was pretty wicked,” the commerce major said of his day. “It just 
started at the morning skate and kind of snowballed from there. Had to 
turn my phone off eventually. But it was a great experience. I had a lot of 
fun.” 

He practised in the morning skate. Took the pre-game warm-ups. 

“That was pretty surreal,” said Bishop. “You never really good look at that 
flash of the cameras until you get out there and it’s pretty distracting. But 
it was cool, especially getting in at the end of warm-up there and actually 
taking some shots.” 

He sat at the end of the bench, like every other NHL backup goalie. 

“It’s not lost on me that this is a pretty rare opportunity and not a lot of 
people get to do things like this,” said Bishop. “So I just I’m pretty lucky.” 

Not as lucky as David Ayres, a folk hero among emergency goalies 
because he actually won — against the Leafs — two seasons ago. 
Bishop was on call that season, too. But it was Ayres’ night. 

“I was a day late,” said Bishop. “That could have been me. Yeah, but the 
comparisons were definitely made today.” 

In a weird set of circumstances, Bishop’s roommates — teammates — 
were on the road in Guelph, so he was left alone with his thoughts 
through the day. He called his parents. 

“My dad’s a diehard, so he was pretty excited,” said Bishop. “My mom 
was also very excited — less of a diehard, but more emotional. So that 
was nice.” 

As for his nerves, of course he was nervous. 

“First period, pretty nervous. Second period, it started to ease, and then 
the third period, just kind of soaked it all in.” 

Part of his time in the Quebec junior league was with the Saint John Sea 
Dogs. One of his teammates was Thomas Chabot, who patrolled the blue 
line for Ottawa on Saturday night. 

“I kept looking at him, but he didn’t look back,” said Bishop. 

Campbell went the distance for a 3-1 win. Afterwards, coach Sheldon 
Keefe said Mrázek will be out only two weeks, and Hutchinson will join 
the team Sunday. 

“We were just having fun,” Campbell said of Bishop. “He was enjoying it. 
And Bishop is a nice kid and I’ll be following him the rest of the year. 

“He was just really excited, and I’m sure it was pretty cool. Any time 
you’re in the NHL, no matter what, it’s pretty awesome. So we were just 
enjoying it and the boys played great and got a win for him.” 

Bishop said he’d remember the night forever. 

“I’m still kind of soaking it in, but the reaction from all my friends and 
family, and people that I probably haven’t spoken to in five or six years, 
just messaging me, (was great),” he said. “The support system I have, it’s 
great to see.” 
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Inside the NHL: Why Freddie Andersen chose the Canes, Alex Bishop 
one-on-one, and how the Brady Tkachuk deal got done 

 

By Chris Johnston 

Mon., Oct. 18, 2021 

 

Inside the NHL is a weekly collection of news, analysis and other insights 
on the NHL from hockey insider Chris Johnston. 

To fully understand why Freddie Andersen is so excited about his fresh 
start you must first remember how much he loved playing for the Toronto 
Maple Leafs. And how much more challenging last season was from the 
four that came before it. 

Not only was he sidelined for two months by a painful knee issue that 
didn’t respond well to treatment, but the veteran goaltender was 
extremely restricted in what he could do away from the rink because of 
NHL protocols and local lockdowns. 

That created what he calls a “negative spiral” in his general well-being. 

“It wasn’t very fun. It was a difficult year, that’s for sure,” Andersen said 
over the weekend. “Both mentally with dealing with the injury and, as you 
know, the way of life in Canada wasn’t really what it’s supposed to be. 
The living experience wasn’t even close to what it is usually in Toronto. 

“I think Toronto is an amazing city to live in and go out to dinner and stuff 
like that. Hanging out with your friends and teammates. I think that was 
really difficult, to not have that part outside the rink, and became a little 
bit tougher not being able to play and just sit at home and try to rehab 
and try to figure this injury out.” 

Andersen sought out multiple medical opinions for a knee injury that he 
played through until it became too uncomfortable to properly push and 
stop on when moving around his crease. While the Amazon “All or 
Nothing” series framed that as a tense period between him and the 
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organization, the 32-year-old Dane says he didn’t sense any friction with 
his former bosses. 

All he felt was mounting frustration as the weeks bled by without 
progress. He only started one game after March 19 and watched the 
playoffs from the bench. 

“I think everyone was trying their best and really working hard to come up 
with a solution and try to get me back playing,” said Andersen. “We were 
doing a lot of different things that weren’t really working. It was just a 
difficult injury that wasn’t straightforward. If you have, knock on wood, a 
broken bone or something you know exactly what you’ve got to do to 
heal it and that wasn’t really the case.” 

It was only after going back to work with high-performance coach Scot 
Prohaska in California this summer where Andersen started to feel like 
himself again. That took up even more of his focus than free agency, 
where he signed a two-year, $9-million (U.S.) contract with the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 

He called that decision a “no-brainer” because of Carolina’s Stanley Cup 
aspirations and the opportunity they were offering him to get his career 
back on track. 

Prohaska once worked with Dwayne Roloson, whose NHL career 
extended through age 42, and Andersen has ambitions of trying to do 
something similar. He points to the examples set by Roberto Luongo, 
Marc-André Fleury and Carey Price’s playoff performance last spring as 
other sources of motivation. 

“That gives you the belief that it can be done,” he said. 

Andersen is clearly in a much better place today. 

He was given the start in the Hurricanes’ first two games and came away 
with victories in both. He’ll likely get a chance to face the Leafs when 
they visit PNC Arena next Monday. 

And while he’s still establishing new routines with teammates and finding 
the best restaurants in Raleigh, he’s been able to pursue his other major 
passion by playing a couple rounds of golf in a region known for its 
spectacular courses. 

“Obviously my last year in Toronto I would have imagined very differently, 
both with fans in the building and all that stuff,” said Andersen. “I’m just 
glad to be back and feeling good and having fun again. Having fun on the 
ice.” 

Living the dream 

Meet Alex Bishop, the University of Toronto commerce major who found 
himself sitting on the bench as the Leafs’ backup goalie on Saturday. The 
Richmond Hill native plays for the Varsity Blues and is in his final U 
Sports season. He signed an amateur tryout to help get the Leafs 
through a salary-cap crunch. 

Bishop took a break from studying for an upcoming midterm on Sunday 
afternoon to chat about a night straight out of a storybook. 

C.J.: Have you woken up from your dream yet? 

Bishop: I think (Monday) I’ll feel like I’ve more woken up from a dream. 
Today I’ve been going through all the messages that I didn’t have a 
chance to respond to. It’s hard to process, honestly, like it’s not every day 
you get to suit up for your hometown team and the team I’ve been a 
lifelong fan for. It’s pretty remarkable. It’s crazy to me. 

C.J.: How did you end up wearing No. 70? 

Bishop: I have no idea. I showed up to the rink and that’s what was on all 
my stuff, so I just kind of went with it. 

C.J.: Did you leave Scotiabank Arena with any souvenirs? 

Bishop: They let me keep the jersey, keep the game puck and they gave 
me some shirts and stuff. It was nice of them, obviously they didn’t have 
to do that. So I’ll probably be getting that (jersey) framed. I might try to 

see if I can get a copy of that contract because that’s something cool to 
have as well. Before I left after morning skate, I just had to put my 
signature down (on an amateur tryout contract) and took a quick picture. 

C.J.: What was the most memorable interaction you had with a player or 
staff member? 

Bishop: There’s not one interaction. I think it’s just that all the rumours 
about Jack Campbell are true; he’s probably the nicest human in the 
entire world. Like he’s an NHL starting goalie who is trying to get ready 
for a game, but he goes out of the way to kind of talk to me and invites 
me to come play soccer and do all these little things. And then after the 
game he’s saying “Oh, I had such a good time.” I was like, “You had a 
good time?” 

C.J.: Campbell came over to you and shared some words during warm-
ups. What did he say? 

Bishop: Yeah, I think he could tell I wasn’t sure when to hop in (the net). 
No one really talked to me about what the warm-up was going to be like. 
So he just kind of said “for the last drill I take four or five, and then you 
can hop in and there’s like 20 or 30 shots after.” I don’t know how he 
does it, because when I’m starting I’ve got my headphones in and I’m 
trying to tune in. He’s salt of the earth, honestly. He was super, super 
nice. 

C.J.: What will you tell people was the best part of being a Maple Leaf for 
a day? 

Bishop: The courtside seats. No, I think just being able for my parents to 
be there and my girlfriend in New Brunswick watching on TV with all her 
friends — they had a little get together. My (Varsity Blues) team played in 
Guelph, but they got back and I think 13 or 14 of them bought tickets on 
the bus and went right over to the rink. My coach was there, my goalie 
coach happened to be there. It was just having so many people there for 
me even though they knew I was likely just sitting on the bench the whole 
day. It was pretty special. 

C.J.: What’s next? Do you hope to pursue a professional playing career 
after university? 

Bishop: I’ll obviously leave the door open, but it’s not like I’m an NHL 
hopeful any more, you know what I mean? I’m 24 and I think my career is 
winding down, but I’ve come to peace with that. 

C.J.: Does that make this experience even better? 

Bishop: Yeah, 100 per cent. It comes more full circle. 

Brady’s breakthrough 

It was in the Belleville Senators coaches’ office at CAA Arena where the 
Brady Tkachuk contract stalemate effectively ended last Tuesday. 

With Senators management and Tkachuk’s Mississauga-based 
representatives from Newport Sports each driving to meet in the middle, 
they found the path toward a seven-year, $57.5-million deal during a 
three-hour session. 

Discretion was required, so this wasn’t the kind of business meeting that 
could be conducted in a Tim Hortons or Boston Pizza. Belleville is a 
hockey town. Negotiations stretched over several months and included a 
couple other face-to-face sit-downs, but it was in the Senators AHL 
facility where the framework of a long-term contract which made Tkachuk 
the organization’s highest-paid player took shape. 

You could feel the enthusiasm radiating from the front office once it was 
signed. 

Tkachuk is immensely popular as both a person and player, and his 
standing with the Senators wasn’t hurt by a difficult negotiation. He took 
the trainers out to lunch in Toronto on Saturday afternoon as a thank you, 
and that gesture didn’t go unnoticed. 

The 22-year-old winger starts the season wearing an A on his sweater, 
but it could be changed to a C before Christmas. 
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C.J.’s Top Five 

After a weekend where your faithful correspondent celebrated a 
milestone birthday, here’s my ranking of the best NHL seasons by 
players aged 40 or older (hat tip to hockey-rerence.com for the great 
search tool): 

1. Gordie Howe, 1968-69, age 40 

A man with a spot on hockey’s Mount Rushmore finished third in league 
scoring. I had to triple-check his stat line for accuracy: 44 goals and 103 
points in 76 games. Unreal and unmatched. 

2. Teemu Selänne, 2010-11, age 40 

This is the only qualifying season remotely close to Howe’s, and it still 
trailed by a fair margin. Not that Selänne’s 31 goals and 80 points were 
anything to scoff at. Most 25-year-olds would call it a career year. 

3. Ray Bourque, 2000-01, age 40 

The one full year Bourque played in Colorado culminated with his long-
awaited Stanley Cup breakthrough. He averaged more than 26 minutes 
per night and put up 59 points, finishing second in Norris Trophy voting 
before walking into retirement a champion. 

4. Jacques Plante, 1970-71, age 42 

It might be a disservice to only have one goaltender represented on this 
list — Johnny Bower, Dominik Hasek and Gump Worsley all had great 
40-plus performances — but Plante’s year was truly special. He finished 
fifth in Hart Trophy voting after posting a league-best .944 save 
percentage for the Leafs. 

5. Nicklas Lidstrom, 2010-11, age 40 

The final of seven Norris Trophy victories came after a 62-point 
campaign. Lidstrom played all 82 games for the Detroit Red Wings that 
season, too. 

Tidbits 

Word this week from inside the Jack Eichel trade discussions: “It’s going 
to take some time” … The long list of Olympic-eligible players submitted 
by Hockey Canada included 50 skaters and five goaltenders. You won’t 
see it published anywhere in its entirety, though … Alex Ovechkin has 
now scored more power-play goals than all but one player in NHL history 
— trailing Dave Andreychuk 274 to 270 … With Alex Tuch out until 
January following off-season shoulder surgery and Max Pacioretty now 
sidelined six weeks, the Vegas Golden Knights have cap room to bring in 
additional help using long-term injured reserve … Seeing how well Jason 
Spezza started this season, and played the last one, there’s nothing to 
suggest this is his last year as a NHLer … An executive who watched 
Patrik Laine closely in pre-season predicted that he’d return to 40-goal 
form this season. However, after seeing the fit Laine sported on opening 
night, I’m inclined to inflate the estimated total to 50. 
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There's nothing unusual any more about relying on a rent-a-goalie for an 
NHL game 

 

Michael Traikos 

Publishing date:Oct 17, 2021  

 

It was somewhat concerning — and more than a little embarrassing — 
that the Maple Leafs are so tight against the salary cap this year, that 

they were forced to sign a goalie from the University of Toronto to a one-
day tryout in just their third game of the season, simply because they 
didn’t have the money to call up someone from the minors. 

Some said that having to rely on rent-a-goalie made the Leafs, and the 
league, look like amateur operations. Others criticized GM Kyle Dubas 
for being fiscally irresponsible, sort of like the kid who spends his entire 
paycheque on a sports car, but then cannot afford to fill it up with gas. 

Indeed, it was a reckless move. But it was also an ambitious one from a 
team that refuses to play it safe. 

After all, you don’t win a Stanley Cup by being conservative. You win by 
spending to the cap, by taking chances and swinging for the fences. And 
if you are going to take a big swing — and potentially miss — then it’s 
better to do so on top-end talent rather than at a position that, luckily, 
didn’t have any effect in Saturday’s 3-1 win over Ottawa. 

“It’s an unfortunate situation,” said Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe. “It’s 
the reality of the flat-cap system. For the first time in the flat cap, we don’t 
have these exemptions and things that we did with COVID last year 
(when teams were allowed to carry a ‘taxi squad’ of players in case of 
absences). 

“You’re going to see a lot of this around the league. This is the reality. It 
happened to be us tonight. We got through it.” 

On Sunday, the rules allowed the Leafs to call up goalie Michael 
Hutchinson from the Toronto Marlies on an emergency basis. 

It was crisis averted. Well, for now, at least. Jack Campbell didn’t get hurt 
in the victory against the Senators and the Leafs weren’t forced to turn to 
the untested Bishop. 

But this likely won’t be the last time we see the Leafs scour the college 
campuses or beer leagues for a goalie, or when they have to play a 
game without a full 21-man roster. With $40-million tied up in four of their 
forwards, get used to this happening more and more. And not just in 
Toronto, where short-term injuries to Auston Matthews and Petr Mrazek 
have painted the team into a financial corner. 

While the Leafs have received constant criticism for how they have 
mismanaged their books, according to capfriendly.com, they are just one 
of 19 teams with less than $1-million in projected cap space. That’s not a 
lot of wiggle room. 

Unlike last year, when teams were allowed to carry extra players in case 
of positive tests for COVID-19, there is no insurance against injuries or 
illnesses or random bad luck. As a result, the margin of error is now 
thinner than the facial hair resting atop Matthews’ upper lip. 

“You’re going to see a lot of this throughout the league,” Keefe said of 
having a backup goalie who has no business being in an NHL lineup. 

“Lucky for us, we didn’t need it.” 

On the same night that a finance major was sitting at the end of Toronto’s 
bench in goalkeeping gear, the Colorado Avalanche was in even worse 
shape, with a short-handed lineup, because it lacked the cap space to 
replace both Nathan MacKinnon (COVID-19 protocol) and Gabriel 
Landeskog (suspended). The roster looked even more depleted after 
Stefan Matteau sustained a lower-body injury in the first period, leaving 
the team with just 10 forwards in the 5-3 loss to the St. Louis Blues. 

“You kind of have to be ready for anything nowadays in times of COVID,” 
Colorado defenceman Cale Makar told reporters. “It’s a good test for us. I 
think the main thing for our team tonight was just bringing the effort, and I 
thought we did.” 

Last week, the Vegas Golden Knights were plunged into a similar 
situation when injuries forced them to call up a minor-leaguer who wasn’t 
even on their pre-season roster, and also move a defenceman to the 
wing because of what head coach Peter DeBoer called “cap gymnastics 
involved with long-term injury and getting as close to a number as you 
can.” 
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Not sure this is what commissioner Gary Bettman and the league’s 
owners had in mind when they negotiated a hard salary cap. But this is 
where we are. It’s not a good look for the NHL, especially coming at a 
time of legalized sports betting and when a new TV deal with ESPN has 
put the league back in the spotlight. 

At the same time, what can the NHL do? 

You can ask teams to be more financially responsible and put aside a 
few million dollars for a rainy day, but there’s no incentive to do so. If 
you’re going to win a championship, then you’ve got to spend. And 
you’ve got to spend big. You’ve got to take chances. You have to be 
willing to roll the dice on not having a backup goalie or not having a 
fourth-line winger or on having a defenceman play a position he’s never 
played before. 

Or, if you’re the Tampa Bay Lightning, who conveniently shelved Nikita 
Kucherov for the entire 2020-21 season partly because he was injured 
and perhaps also so that they could become cap compliant, you have to 
be willing to play without your MVP. 

You just hope it doesn’t cost you a playoff spot — or further 
embarrassment. 
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Auston Matthews' return against Rangers could lift Leafs offence 

 

Lance Hornby 
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Auston Matthews is back — and just maybe he brings the slow-starting 
Maple Leafs offence with him. 

The team’s leading scorer announced himself ready to roll for Monday 
night’s home game against the New York Rangers, the wrist surgery he 
underwent two months ago — with an additional three games’ off to 
make sure he was 100% — ready to be tested under fire. 

“I felt great the last week and I’m anticipating playing tomorrow,” 
Matthews said after Sunday’s practice. 

“It’s not a lot of fun watching. You’re anxious to get out there with the 
guys and snap it around. I’m pumped.” 

So is just about everyone associated with the team. Matthews is the last 
and biggest missing piece of the plan to move past the playoff failure 
against Montreal and get back on a path to prove that the team’s full core 
can still make something of its shrinking Stanley Cup window. 

In Matthews’ absence, the Leafs won two of their first three games, but 
linemate Mitch Marner has just one assist and their new left winger, Nick 
Ritchie, has no points. John Tavares has looked a bit snake-bitten on the 
power play and the team also missed Matthews’ active stick on 
takeaways, reflected in some own-zone problems early in games. 

“(Matthews) adds more depth to our lineup that already has a lot of 
depth,” Marner said. “It adds more flow to the game and trusting 
everyone more. (But) we have to make sure in the first game (back) 
we’re not too reckless with the puck, not forcing anything. 

“I’m comfortable playing with anyone. We were getting our chances, we 
just have to stay patient.” 

Tavares will move back to the middle of his projected line with William 
Nylander and Michael Bunting, while Alex Kerfoot will be on the left side 
with David Kampf and Ondrej Kase, the fourth line comprised of Pierre 
Engvall, Jason Spezza and Wayne Simmonds. Centre Michael Amadio 
likely sits. 

Matthews won the Rocket Richard Trophy last year asthe NHL’s top 
goal-scorer, but took his share of blame when the Leafs stumbled again 
in the playoffs. Coach Sheldon Keefe needs him for the remaining 79 
games that will dictate Toronto getting its chance at post-season 
redemption. 

“It’s huge. He’s one of the best players in the world and it’s tough not 
seeing him in the games because you see how dominant he is in 
practice,” Keefe said. “He’s excited, the players are excited, fans should 
be excited. 

“I’m sure he’s going to give a boost to whoever he’s playing with. There’ll 
be some adjustments for him (having played no exhibitions), but he’ll find 
his way through it. His two-way game is in a good place, right now. While 
dealing with the wrist, his skating looks better than a year ago. He’s 
changed his body and his training and looks a lot quicker with his 
(explosiveness), edges and crossovers. That adds another layer to his 
game.” 

Matthews being on one wall of the power play, with Nylander on the 
other, Marner the bumper and Tavares around the net will be a lot for the 
opposition to cover. 

It’s hoped new assistant coach Spencer Carbery’s plan to fix the issues 
plaguing the unit last year will play to Matthews’ shooting strengths. 

Keefe was still missing defenceman Justin Holl on Sunday, ill for a 
second straight day after being scratched in Saturday’s win over Ottawa, 
but testing negative for COVID-19. Fellow blueliner Jake Muzzin took a 
maintenance day on Sunday. 

Michael Hutchinson was able to join the Leafs as backup goaltender on 
Sunday, after the team got in cap and injury trouble Saturday and had to 
sign university goalie Alex Bishop to a one-game contract. 

A FASHION REVOLUTION? 

As long as they don’t play casual on the ice, the Maple Leafs think 
they’re ready to relax their dress code. 

With a couple of other NHL teams moving away from traditional suits and 
ties on game and travel days, players revealed Sunday they’re working a 
deal with general manager Kyle Dubas for more leeway, maybe show off 
their fashion sense as do those in other sports. 

Not surprisingly, Auston Matthews is a leader of the movement, having 
been the subject of some magazine photo shoots. He agreed that 
“business casual” was a good way to describe what the players seek. 

“It’s a little relaxed, a bit of a happy medium,” Matthews said. 

Dubas, who succeeded old school Lou Lamoriello as GM, has stated his 
approval for the young Leafs in particular to develop off-ice pursuits, be it 
fashion, music or other hobbies. 

“I’m with (Matthews),” said Mitch Marner of getting away from the code. 
“It’s good to express yourself. We’ll see. You have to make sure the 
game on the ice is the same.” 

Marner listed Matthews as the team’s best dresser, but threw veteran 
defenceman TJ Brodie under the fashion runway as the worst. 
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Leafs star Auston Matthews back Monday against Rangers 

 

Lance Hornby 
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Auston Matthews is back – and the offensively challenged top six of the 
Maple Leafs couldn’t be happier. 

The leading scorer announced himself ready to roll for Monday’s home 
game against the New York Rangers, Toronto’s first regular season 
meeting with an American club since early March of 2020. The wrist 
surgery he underwent two months ago – with an additional three games’ 
rest to make sure he was 100% – is ready to be tested. 

“I felt great the last week and anticipating playing tomorrow,” Matthews 
said after concluding Sunday’s practice on the line most pencilled him to 
centre, with Nick Ritchie and Mitch Marner. “I’m pumped, it’s not a lot of 
fun watching. You’re anxious to get out there with the guys and snap it 
around.” 

In his absence, the Leafs won two of their first three, but Marner has just 
one assist and Ritchie no points, while John Tavares filled in for 
Matthews. The power play, which has clicked, will now see a No. 1 unit 
with Matthews and William Nylander on the walls, Marner in the bumper 
spot in the middle, Tavares the net presence and Morgan Rielly at the 
point. 

Tavares and Nylander will have Michael Bunting on the left side of their 
line, Alex Kerfoot will be on the left side with David Kampf and Ondrej 
Kase, with the fourth line Pierre Engvall, Jason Spezza and Wayne 
Simmonds. Centre Michael Amadio likely sits. 

“(Matthews) adds more depth to our lineup that already has a lot of 
depth,” Marner said. “It adds more flow to the game and trusting 
everyone more. (But) we have to make sure in the first game we’re not 
too reckless with the puck, not forcing anything. 

“I’m comfortable with anyone. We were getting our chances, we just have 
to stay patient.” 

Matthews won the Rocket Richard Trophy last year, but came in for his 
share of the blame when the Leafs stumbled again in the playoffs. Coach 
Sheldon Keefe needs him for the remaining 79 games that will dictate if 
Toronto gets its chance at post-season redemption. 

“It’s huge, he’s one of the best players in the world and it’s tough not 
seeing him in the games because you see how dominant he is in 
practice,” Keefe said. “He’s excited, the players are excited, fans should 
be excited. 

“I’m sure he’s going to give a boost to whomever he’s playing with.” 

The Leafs are still missing defenceman Justin Holl, who was ill a second 
straight day after being scratched in Saturday’s win over Ottawa. But 
Keefe said Holl’s latest COVID-19 test was negative. Fellow blueliner 
Jake Muzzin took a maintenance day Sunday. 

The Leafs’ curiosity is piqued to face a team other than one of the six 
Canadian clubs they’ve faced as a steady diet since January and in 
particular, Montreal and Ottawa. 

“It’s been a long time,” Tavares said. “You have to familiarize yourself 
with some of the players and the teams again. You haven’t seen them in 
so long, a lot has happened in the league since. Teams have gone 
through their own journey, players have evolved, taken a step or their 
roles have changed.” 

Michael Hutchinson was able to join the Leafs as back-up goaltender on 
Sunday, after the team got in cap and injury trouble Saturday and had to 
sign university goalie Alex Bishop to a one-game contract. 
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Toronto Maple Leafs goaltender Alexander Bishop (70) warms up before 
the start of a game against the Ottawa Senators.. The Maple Leafs 
signed the University of Toronto player to a one-day amateur try out as a 
backup goaltender. The Canadian Press 

It is not cute or humorous that the Maple Leafs had to sign a kid off the 
streets to back up Jack Campbell in goal on Saturday night. 

Because they couldn’t afford to call up the obvious choice, Michael 
Hutchinson, under the rules of the NHL’s salary cap. 

Instead, they signed 24-year-old Alex Bishop of Richmond Hill, who 
hadn’t played a game for the University of Toronto since 2020 and 
dressed him for Hockey Night In Canada. 

This kind of signing makes the Leafs and the league look bad. The 
league for having rules that allow Zamboni drivers and accountants to 
play goal against highly skilled professional athletes. The team for not 
handling its own money well enough to have cap room to deal with 
unsuspecting injuries. 

This is how tight the Leafs are in their current cap situation: They didn’t 
have the $725,000 available to bring up Hutchinson for the game against 
Ottawa — and weren’t able or willing to send a player to the minors to 
make room for Hutchinson. 

With Auston Matthews injured, goalie Petr Mrazek out for an unspecified 
period of time, and Justin Holl coming up ill on Saturday — none of them 
on the long-term injury list — all $17.5 million of their salaries count 
against the cap and the Leafs are hemmed down by the $40-Million Four 
and the pandemic cap freezing, which has put them in this unfortunate 
squeeze. 

The impossible-to-understand cap rules means the Leafs signed Bishop 
on Saturday, but because of that they can rightfully call up Hutchinson on 
what’s referred to as a “cap exempt” on Sunday. 

Bottom line: The NHL is a place for NHL players. Not for rent-a-goalies. 

THIS AND THAT 

My name for the American League Championship Series: The Cheater’s 
Ball. The once-despicable Houston Astros vs. Alex Cora’s Boston Red 
Sox. Best-of-seven for the former sign-stealers … Cora had almost been 
perfect with his management of the Sox in the post-season until he 
decided to start Chris Sale in Game 1. That was a guess and a bad one. 
The Red Sox have played six games in the playoffs and have just 18 
innings from their starting pitchers … You look at this Astros roster, now 
and back then with George Springer, and you wonder: With all this talent, 
why did they have to cheat? … You don’t end a series on a checked 
swing called wrong. You take a second. You figure it out. You make sure 
you’re right. There’s no way of knowing whether San Francisco was 
going to come back against the Dodgers but what a horrible way to end a 
spectacular season for the Giants. A call that didn’t have to happen … 
The Giants won 109 games this season, which normally wins you a 
World Series. They didn’t get out of the NLDS. When the Blue Jays won 
the World Series in 1992 and ’93 they won 104 games one year, 103 the 
next … The Jays have a good clubhouse: The best way to keep it that 
way to avoid signing the often-poisonous Marcus Stroman as a free 
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agent … All manager Mike Shildt has done in St. Louis is win. Year after 
year. Not always with great teams. Now he has been fired by the 
Cardinals. Can’t understand this one … Our guy Stubby Clapp is a 
candidate for the Cards opening. 

HEAR AND THERE 

John Tavares is in tough to make the Canadian Olympic team. Forwards 
likely to be selected before him, including the obvious choices of Sidney 
Crosby and Connor McDavid. The sure things: Nathan MacKinnon, Brad 
Marchand, Brayden Point, Patrice Bergeron, Mark Scheifele, Jonathan 
Huberdeau. The possibilities: Mark Stone, Mathew Barzal, Steven 
Stamkos, Nick Suzuki, Mitch Marner; The sandpaper players: Ryan 
O’Reilly, Sean Couturier, Bo Horvat, Anthony Cirelli, Philip Danault and 
Connor Brown. That’s 19 forwards, not including Tavares. They’re going 
to take 14 to China on their 25-man roster. Where would Tavares fit in 
this lineup? … Drew Doughty sent an unintended Olympic message to 
general manager Doug Armstrong on opening night for the Los Angeles 
Kings. He had four assists in a 6-2 win over Vegas — basically saying, 
“Hello Doug, I’m still here.” You could argue that Doughty was the best 
defenceman for Team Canada when you combine the 2010 and 2014 
Olympic tournaments together. I’d have him on my Olympic team for 
Beijing … Weird to start an NHL season without Crosby, MacKinnon, 
Matthews, Carey Price, Evgeni Malkin and Shea Weber. That’s a lot of 
sure-thing Hall of Famers missing … Stat du jour: In Mats Sundin’s first 
five NHL seasons, he scored 381 points in 371 games. In his first five 
seasons, Matthews has 351 points in 334 games. Eerily similar … So 
happy to see Max Domi with a three-point night in his first game post-
shoulder surgery. He didn’t score that many points in a single game with 
Columbus last season … Maybe the kid is growing up. After their final 
pre-season game, fans were waiting outside the parking area for Patrik 
Laine’s autograph. Laine stopped, got out of his car, and spent about the 
next 15 minutes signing autograph after autograph … What a pleasure it 
is to turn on your television set on a Saturday afternoon and hear Rick 
Jeanneret call a hockey game. Some things just never get old … Funny 
though to hear hockey commentators promoting prop bets between 
periods while all the advertising seems to be for online gambling in an 
NHL that still doesn’t mandate announcing starting goaltenders. 

SCENE AND HEARD 

I can kick the puck to you, and you score a goal, that’s a good pass. 
Maybe even an official assist. But if I kick the puck in the net, it’s ruled no 
goal. In hockey, you can score by deflecting the puck off every part of 
your body. Why not skates too? The NHL has liberalized the kicking the 
puck rule somewhat, what it really needs to do is eliminate it completely 
… Frank Reich, former Maryland quarterback, is the head coach of the 
Indianapolis Colts. His offensive coordinator, ex-CFLer Marcus Brady, is 
a former Maryland quarterback. The quarterback coach for the Colts, 
former Argos head coach Scott Milanovich — guess what — played 
quarterback at Maryland … You probably didn’t stay up late enough or 
pay the $80 to watch the Tyson Fury-Deontay Wilder heavyweight 
championship fight last Saturday night and Sunday morning. But you 
should have. It was worth every dollar and a lot more. There hasn’t been 
a heavyweight title fight in years worth remembering, but Fury and 
Wilder, who are hardly the modern-day version of Muhammad Ali and 
Joe Frazier, put on a spectacular fight won by Fury with an 11th-round 
knockout … Now that he has been traded, the Philadelphia Eagles 
cannot have a pass from Hurts to Ertz anymore … The lady we can’t stop 
watching, budding Canadian tennis star Leylah Fernandez, prefers to be 
referred to as her full name, Leylah Annie Fernandez … Not only is Price 
missing from the Montreal net, but goalie coach Sean Burke is no longer 
on the Canadiens’ bench this season. He’s working for the Habs, just not 
with the team regularly … Add to the list of Donald Trump supporters as 
Herschel Walker prepares a run for the U.S. senate: Ric Flair, Doug 
Flutie and Tom Glavine … The over-under on Raptors wins this season 
is 36.5 at many betting houses. I’ll happily take the over … My over-
under on games Kyrie Irving plays this season: Five. And I’m taking the 
under. 

AND ANOTHER THING 

The varied power of the Alphonso Davies’ goal: One, a lifelong soccer 
hater like myself is suddenly engrossed in Canadian soccer and 
emotionally involved in their World Cup quest. Two, the legendary 
celebrity jock-sniffer, Drake, has already posed for photos with Davies 
and other members of Team Canada. Drake has become the Forrest 
Gump of sports: When anything important is happening, he is there, 
ready to switch his allegiance and ballcap at a moment’s notice … The 
truth on Rod Black: Nobody in Canadian broadcasting can do what he 
does. He seamlessly travels from football to basketball to hockey to 
figure skating without missing a beat. Along the way, all he does is make 
friends and make people laugh when you’re fortunate enough to be 
around him. It is a rare skill he posse. His leaving TSN may seem odd in 
the middle of a CFL season, but it was in the works for some time. And 
it’s part of an industry trying to rid itself of older men with large contracts 
… At a time when Canada seems to be stripping away its oldest and 
most experienced broadcasters, we still see Al Michaels calling games in 
the U.S. at the age of 76 and Dick Vitale doing colour at the age of 82 
and 86-year-old Lee Corso on college football panels … Playing as a true 
freshman at Iowa: Wide receiver Arland Bruce IV, son of the sometime 
CFL star … Raiders owner Mark Davis, son of Al, reacted to the Jon 
Gruden mess this way: “I have no comment. Ask the NFL. They have all 
the answers.” Al Davis hired the NFL’s first Hispanic coach, Tom Flores, 
who previously was the Raiders quarterback. Had a woman in his front 
office before anyone else did and a Black head coach, Art Shell, when 
there were almost no Black coaches in the NFL. The only thing Mark 
Davis seemed to inherit from his dad was the football team … Morgan 
Geekie is playing for the Seattle Kraken. His brother, Conor, is expected 
to be a first-round draft pick in June. In the years to come, and we 
couldn’t say this before, there will be two Geekies in the NHL … By the 
way, the road uniforms of the Kraken are the best in hockey. Maybe the 
best ever … Sunday would have been Norm MacDonald’s 62nd birthday 
… And a happy birthday to Charlie Montoyo (56), Tim McCarver (80), 
Eminem (49), Paul Kariya (47), Wilf Paiement (66), Bryce Harper (29), 
Adam Bighill (33), Thomas Hearns (63), Sue Bird (41) and Rick Mercer 
(52) … And hey, whatever became of Jeff Luhnow? 

LEAFS LOOKING AIMLESS 

Sheldon Keefe had his first training camp with the Maple Leafs, even as 
he was missing his first-line centre and best player, Auston Matthews. 

He had no shortage of practice time. He had no shortage of time for him, 
for general manager Kyle Dubas, for club president Brendan Shanahan, 
to deliver a message of expectations and purpose for this Leafs season. 

And then the Leafs began in Game 1 against Montreal. Against the team 
they were embarrassed by in the first round of the Stanley Cup playoffs. 
And the Habs were playing shorthanded themselves, without Carey 
Price, without Shea Weber out for the long term, without Philip Danault, 
and they came out more than flat. 

The odd-man rushes against them in the first six minutes against the 
Habs bordered on the embarrassing. They did come back to win the 
game, courtesy of goaltender Jack Campbell, but how do you explain 
such a soft and purposeless beginning after doing the same in Game 5, 6 
and 7 against Montreal last May? 

And the same thing happened in Game 2 in Ottawa. Too many odd-man 
rushes against. Too many slot shots allowed. Too sloppy an approach 
without the puck. The Leafs looked like a team that no system, that had 
no passion or fight, they had none of what Keefe is trying to bring to this 
roster. 

It is early. I know that. But the Leafs players talk often about learning 
from losses. Talking is nice. Doing something about it, that would be 
better. 

WHO WILL BE THE JAYS’ KIKE? 

Kike Hernandez hit a soft .208 in September as the Red Sox were 
battling for a wild-card spot in the American League. Goes to show what 
regular-season statistics can mean. 
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Hernandez finished 97th in home runs this season in the American 
League — 28 behind Vladimir Guerrero Jr. — 119th in RBI, 69th in OPS 
in the first of eight big league seasons in which he took a regular spot in 
the lineup. The kind of season to ignore with a team that performed 
beyond expectations. Which is exactly what Hernandez has done with 
the rather remarkable Red Sox in the playoffs heading into Saturday. 

In six games with Boston, he has hit four doubles, four home runs, 
knocked in eight runs, scored seven runs, batted .500 and played a 
rather mean centre field. Suddenly a player nobody paid a whole lot of 
attention to — he had hit .230, .237, .256, .215 and .190 the previous five 
seasons — is the player you can’t take your eyes off. 

It makes you wonder just a little. When Rowdy Tellez has two playoff 
home runs before Guerrero Jr. has any. Who becomes what in the 
playoffs is always a fascinating conversation. 

And what will happen in the future when Guerrero Jr., when Bo Bichette, 
when Teoscar Hernandez, when Lourdes Gurriel Jr., get in their first real 
divisional playoff series? You can’t watch this baseball and not think 
about the Blue Jays’ future. 

If given the opportunity, who will deliver? Who will be the hero? Who will 
be the player who comes up big every night? 

Who will play the part of Kike Hernandez? 

This message came to me from Connor McDavid a few years ago, 
explaining his view of social media and communication: If you have to 
think about a tweet or an e-mail, if you have any doubt about it at all, he 
told me, don’t send it. Hit delete. 

I wish I had that adhered to that advice or discipline long before I met 
McDavid. Many mistakes would have been avoided along the way. 

Jon Gruden is probably thinking the same right now, after being outed as 
an overt racist and essentially fired by the NFL as coach of the Las 
Vegas Raiders. One e-mail got him in his initial difficulty, first reported by 
the Wall Street Journal. And then seemingly, the world turned on him, as 
it should have, and the New York Times wound up with file about as thick 
as an offensive lineman on Gruden’s multitude of verbal sins. 

Anyone who has been around pro football — or really any pro sport — 
has been exposed to old-school racism, some of it disguised as humour, 
as homophobia, as anti-female, as anti-gay, a lot of it sadly part of daily 
conversation. Gruden’s not alone but absolutely to blame for his own 
circumstance. 

A coach I covered years ago, who has since passed away, used to joke 
in practice his favourite play was “n—–rs go deep.” Then he would 
chuckle. And his players would chuckle along with him. 

Today that kind of talk would get him fired. The Gruden resignation, 
firing, whatever you want to call it, represents a necessary progress in 
sports. One that really should have started long ago. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Consistency key for Jets' Dubois to put disappointing 
season behind him 

 

ken-wiebe 

 

WINNIPEG — Pierre-Luc Dubois is tired of talking about last season and 
you can’t really blame him for that. 

It was a nightmare on so many levels, even if there were some valuable 
lessons to file away in his memory bank for safe-keeping. 

The Winnipeg Jets centre knows he can’t turn back the clock or hop in 
the hot tub time machine. There will be no mulligans provided, nor is he 
asking for one. 

Dubois realizes the only way to put the disappointment behind him is to 
move forward, to write a new chapter in this journey with the Jets. To 
finally take advantage of that clean slate that was provided. For his 
actions to speak louder than his words. 

On Saturday night, Dubois took the next step in that process and 
provided another glimpse of the player he can ultimately be in what 
became a 4-3 loss to the San Jose Sharks. 

This wasn’t just about Dubois barging his way to the front of the net to 
bang home a rebound after a point shot from Brenden Dillon, though that 
was a reward for going to an area that is often difficult to get to. Dubois 
was fully engaged and used his speed and power to generate plenty of 
scoring chances for himself and his linemates — including the execution 
of a perfect give-and-go with Nikolaj Ehlers that he fired just wide during 
the first period. 

He was also responsible defensively and showed off some of his 
explosiveness. 

The next step for Dubois is to bring this type of game on a more 
consistent basis. To make it the new normal. 

“I think this game was better than the last. It’s going to be building one 
step at a time,” Dubois told reporters in California. “It’s just about playing 
fast, being physical and getting pucks to the net. The confidence is 
building. Once we string together wins, it’s going to feel even better. 
There’s a lot of things I can do better and I’m never really going to be 
satisfied with my game.” 

That’s one of the things that’s stood out about Dubois virtually since his 
arrival. No matter how things are going, he knows there is always more 
to give. He has set high standards for himself and he’s disappointed 
when he doesn’t play up to his potential. 

Accountability was never in question, even during the dry spells where he 
struggled to find his stride. 

In order for the Jets to regroup from this disappointing 0-2 start, Dubois 
needs to be a play driver. 

Nobody is asking him to produce three points a night, but he needs to be 
noticeable at both ends of the ice and he needs to be an impact player. 

He’s been promoted to the Jets’ top power-play unit and while he’s 
playing a rather unfamiliar spot in the high slot, he’s trying to find his way 
and key in on the tendencies of those around him. 

“There’s a lot of ways that you can be useful in the middle,” Dubois said. 
“If you’re in the right spot, you can open up a lot of things for yourself and 
for the others. If you look at TJ Oshie, he’s really good in Washington at 
not just scoring goals from there, but also creating space for a seam and 
creating space for a backdoor play in front of the net. 

“You don’t always get rewarded on the stats sheet, but a win feels even 
better than a point, so it’s a lot of things. For me, it’s about learning how I 
can be effective there, but I’m feeling more and more comfortable every 
game.” 

At a time the Jets are struggling mightily on the penalty kill — thanks in 
part to the off-season departures of Nate Thompson, Trevor Lewis and 
Mason Appleton — working Dubois into the mix in that area of special 
teams might warrant some consideration as well. 

To this point, special teams have contributed mightily to the Jets’ slow 
start. 

Not only have the Jets failed to convert any of the eight opportunities 
they’ve had with the man-advantage, but they’ve also given up one 
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shorthanded marker — which came in the second period Saturday as 
veteran forward Andrew Cogliano cued the comeback for the Sharks to 
start a string of four consecutive goals that was finally stopped by Jansen 
Harkins at 13:28 of the third period. 

And while Andrew Copp managed a shorthanded goal of his own to build 
a 2-0 lead, the Jets were unable to hold on Saturday. The penalty kill has 
mostly been problematic so far — surrendering four goals on 10 
opportunities. 

Yes, it’s a small sample size, but it’s also a hole the Jets are going to be 
forced to try and dig their way out of. 

Of course, it’s early and special teams often require reps and tweaks — 
especially when new personnel is being integrated — but there’s no 
denying the suspect start in those two areas of special teams must be 
cleaned up quickly. 

The Jets are going to be a far more dangerous team when the Dubois 
line is operating at peak efficiency. 

Dubois was acquired in the blockbuster deal for Patrik Laine and Jack 
Roslovic to provide the long-term solution to the second-line centre job, 
and he is more than capable of handling that responsibility. 

Now it’s about showing it with regularity, which is precisely what Dubois 
is planning to do. 

“For me, I hate talking about last year, but I’m feeling more and more 
comfortable,” Dubois said. “It’s about moving my feet, making plays and 
being smart. My game isn’t just about goals and assists, it’s (getting) 
sticks on the puck, it’s being good on the forecheck, keeping pucks in 
and getting pucks out. My game has a lot of things that don’t show up on 
the scoreboard, but at the end of the day it can help us win. It takes a lot 
of effort, it takes a lot of concentration.” 

As for what else the Jets need to focus on as they prepare to close out 
this three-game road trip with a Central Division meeting against the 
Minnesota Wild, that was easy for head coach Paul Maurice to identify. 

“Well, the foundation of what we do has to be fast on both sides of the 
puck, regardless of routes and schemes and things like that with the 
puck,” Maurice said. “We've got to get a hell of a lot quicker.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Consistency key for Jets' Dubois to put disappointing 
season behind him 

 

ken-wiebe  

 

WINNIPEG — Pierre-Luc Dubois is tired of talking about last season and 
you can’t really blame him for that. 

It was a nightmare on so many levels, even if there were some valuable 
lessons to file away in his memory bank for safe-keeping. 

The Winnipeg Jets centre knows he can’t turn back the clock or hop in 
the hot tub time machine. There will be no mulligans provided, nor is he 
asking for one. 

Dubois realizes the only way to put the disappointment behind him is to 
move forward, to write a new chapter in this journey with the Jets. To 
finally take advantage of that clean slate that was provided. For his 
actions to speak louder than his words. 

On Saturday night, Dubois took the next step in that process and 
provided another glimpse of the player he can ultimately be in what 
became a 4-3 loss to the San Jose Sharks. 

This wasn’t just about Dubois barging his way to the front of the net to 
bang home a rebound after a point shot from Brenden Dillon, though that 
was a reward for going to an area that is often difficult to get to. Dubois 
was fully engaged and used his speed and power to generate plenty of 
scoring chances for himself and his linemates — including the execution 
of a perfect give-and-go with Nikolaj Ehlers that he fired just wide during 
the first period. 

He was also responsible defensively and showed off some of his 
explosiveness. 

The next step for Dubois is to bring this type of game on a more 
consistent basis. To make it the new normal. 

“I think this game was better than the last. It’s going to be building one 
step at a time,” Dubois told reporters in California. “It’s just about playing 
fast, being physical and getting pucks to the net. The confidence is 
building. Once we string together wins, it’s going to feel even better. 
There’s a lot of things I can do better and I’m never really going to be 
satisfied with my game.” 

That’s one of the things that’s stood out about Dubois virtually since his 
arrival. No matter how things are going, he knows there is always more 
to give. He has set high standards for himself and he’s disappointed 
when he doesn’t play up to his potential. 

Accountability was never in question, even during the dry spells where he 
struggled to find his stride. 

In order for the Jets to regroup from this disappointing 0-2 start, Dubois 
needs to be a play driver. 

Nobody is asking him to produce three points a night, but he needs to be 
noticeable at both ends of the ice and he needs to be an impact player. 

He’s been promoted to the Jets’ top power-play unit and while he’s 
playing a rather unfamiliar spot in the high slot, he’s trying to find his way 
and key in on the tendencies of those around him. 

“There’s a lot of ways that you can be useful in the middle,” Dubois said. 
“If you’re in the right spot, you can open up a lot of things for yourself and 
for the others. If you look at TJ Oshie, he’s really good in Washington at 
not just scoring goals from there, but also creating space for a seam and 
creating space for a backdoor play in front of the net. 

“You don’t always get rewarded on the stats sheet, but a win feels even 
better than a point, so it’s a lot of things. For me, it’s about learning how I 
can be effective there, but I’m feeling more and more comfortable every 
game.” 

At a time the Jets are struggling mightily on the penalty kill — thanks in 
part to the off-season departures of Nate Thompson, Trevor Lewis and 
Mason Appleton — working Dubois into the mix in that area of special 
teams might warrant some consideration as well. 

To this point, special teams have contributed mightily to the Jets’ slow 
start. 

Not only have the Jets failed to convert any of the eight opportunities 
they’ve had with the man-advantage, but they’ve also given up one 
shorthanded marker — which came in the second period Saturday as 
veteran forward Andrew Cogliano cued the comeback for the Sharks to 
start a string of four consecutive goals that was finally stopped by Jansen 
Harkins at 13:28 of the third period. 

And while Andrew Copp managed a shorthanded goal of his own to build 
a 2-0 lead, the Jets were unable to hold on Saturday. The penalty kill has 
mostly been problematic so far — surrendering four goals on 10 
opportunities. 

Yes, it’s a small sample size, but it’s also a hole the Jets are going to be 
forced to try and dig their way out of. 

Of course, it’s early and special teams often require reps and tweaks — 
especially when new personnel is being integrated — but there’s no 
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denying the suspect start in those two areas of special teams must be 
cleaned up quickly. 

The Jets are going to be a far more dangerous team when the Dubois 
line is operating at peak efficiency. 

Dubois was acquired in the blockbuster deal for Patrik Laine and Jack 
Roslovic to provide the long-term solution to the second-line centre job, 
and he is more than capable of handling that responsibility. 

Now it’s about showing it with regularity, which is precisely what Dubois 
is planning to do. 

“For me, I hate talking about last year, but I’m feeling more and more 
comfortable,” Dubois said. “It’s about moving my feet, making plays and 
being smart. My game isn’t just about goals and assists, it’s (getting) 
sticks on the puck, it’s being good on the forecheck, keeping pucks in 
and getting pucks out. My game has a lot of things that don’t show up on 
the scoreboard, but at the end of the day it can help us win. It takes a lot 
of effort, it takes a lot of concentration.” 

As for what else the Jets need to focus on as they prepare to close out 
this three-game road trip with a Central Division meeting against the 
Minnesota Wild, that was easy for head coach Paul Maurice to identify. 

“Well, the foundation of what we do has to be fast on both sides of the 
puck, regardless of routes and schemes and things like that with the 
puck,” Maurice said. “We've got to get a hell of a lot quicker.” 
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TSN.CA / Matthews 'dominant' in drills ahead of return 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs practised at Ford Performance Centre on Sunday.  

University of Toronto goalie Alex Bishop dressed as the back-up for the 
cap-strapped Maple Leafs against the Ottawa Senators on Saturday 
night. But, his first taste of the NHL actually came in the morning when 
he was asked to take the net for a skills session featuring Auston 
Matthews. 

"I got the pep talk before, 'Try not to lose confidence, he's a pretty good 
player,'" the 24-year-old commerce major from Richmond Hill, Ont. said 
with a grin. "I did my best ... Yeah, he has a good shot." 

Matthews terrorized goalies last season scoring 41 times in 52 games en 
route to winning his first Rocket Richard Trophy. And he did it while 
playing through a nagging left wrist injury. Matthews had surgery to repair 
the issue in August and missed the first three games of the regular 
season. He plans to return to the lineup on Monday night when the Leafs 
host the New York Rangers.  

"He looks great," said John Tavares, who has been filling in as the top-
line centre. "He's come off injuries really well in the past so he has a 
good sense of how to prepare himself and what he's got to do. Matty's 
always pretty good so he's always going to find a way to make an impact 
and be dangerous out there." 

Without Matthews, the Leafs have lacked a spark up front scoring just 
seven goals through three games. Mitch Marner and Tavares have 
mustered just one assist each while Nick Ritchie, the top line left winger, 
is still looking for his first point. 

The return of the team's best player will send a jolt through the lineup.  

"It's huge, obviously," said coach Sheldon Keefe. "[He's] one of the best 
players in the world. It's been tough not having him in the games, 

because you're seeing just how effective and dominant he is in the 
practice sessions ... I know he's excited. Players are excited. Fans 
should be excited." 

Keefe believes the Hart Trophy runner-up is poised to take another stride 
forward this season.  

"His skating, to me, looks even better than it was a year ago," the coach 
noted. "And I thought he skated better a year ago than two seasons ago. 
He's changed his body and his training and all those things, but now he's 
also committed a lot more time to working on his skating given that he 
couldn't handle pucks [after the surgery]. He looks a lot quicker out here. 
He looks very confident in his skating, very comfortable at high speeds."  

Leafs Ice Chips: How return of Matthews impacts lines, PP 

Auston Matthews will make his season debut for the Maple Leafs on 
Monday as they take on the Rangers. Mark Masters explains the trickle-
down effect Matthews' return has on Toronto's lineup and the boost the 
Rocket Richard winner will give the team on the power play. 

--- 

With Matthews back, the new Leafs power-play formation will get its first 
look in a game.  

"It makes us much more dangerous," said Keefe. "A lot more for the 
opposition to think about. Those guys have had a lot of practice reps 
together now, but not game reps so we'll find our way through that and 
see how it goes." 

Last season, other teams focused on taking away the Matthews shot and 
the Leafs never really established a secondary option. This year, with 
new assistant coach Spencer Carbery overseeing things, Toronto has 
moved Marner, who's more of a playmaker, to the middle of the ice with 
William Nylander shifting to the flank.   

"It's going to open space for somebody," Matthews said. "You have to 
take somebody away." 

Matthews led the team with 10 power-play goals last season while 
Tavares, who plays the net-front role, was second with six and Nylander 
was third with four.  

The Leafs are three-for-11 on the power play this season and failed to 
convert on a lengthy five-on-three chance on Saturday against the 
Senators.  

With Matthews back, Jason Spezza returns to the second power-play 
group and Pierre Engvall, who scored on the man advantage on 
Wednesday, is bumped off that unit.  

'I'm pumped': Matthews ready to return to Leafs lineup 

The Maple Leafs are about to get a big boost. After missing Toronto's 
first three games, Auston Matthews is ready to make his season debut 
against the Rangers on Monday. Matthews says he's made great 
progress over the last week and is pumped to get going, while his coach 
and teammates rave about his abilities ahead of his return. 

--- 

Matthews received a big ovation on Wednesday night when he was 
introduced at Toronto's home opener.  

"It gave me butterflies," the 24-year-old said. "Made me really I wish I 
would've been out there with the excitement of having fans back in the 
arena and the energy and passion that obviously comes from it." 

As much as it hurt to watch, Matthews believes the patient approach and 
extra practice time will pay off.  

"I'm pumped," the Arizona native said. "It's not a lot of fun watching. You 
know, it looks like the guys are having a lot of fun out there so I've been 
itching to get back in. But, it's been good to stay patient and make sure 
I'm feeling fully confident which, taking a little bit of extra time, I 
absolutely do." 
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TSN's Kristen Shilton has more on Matthews' mindset here.  

--- 

The Leafs are adopting a relaxed dress code this season.  

"Trying to keep it professional, but certainly we've tried to give a little 
more freedom," Tavares revealed. "It's gone well so far. Guys have been 
really receptive." 

Will the captain be tweaking his wardrobe?  

"Occasionally," Tavares said with a grin. "I don't think anyone will worry 
too much what I wear compared to some of the other guys. They're really 
into their style and their fashion. For me, just kind of keep it simple."  

The collective bargaining agreement mandates that players must wear 
jackets, ties and dress pants to games unless otherwise specified by the 
coach or general manager. The new Leafs policy came about as a result 
of discussions between the players and general manager Kyle Dubas.  

"I don't believe there's much correlation in how they dress coming into 
the building and how they perform, but there's some bigger picture stuff 
in there that they believe in," said Keefe. "I'm good with it. As a parent of 
young kids in minor hockey, who has had to put them in a shirt and tie to 
drive out to the arena, I'm all for some relaxed dress codes." 

Matthews has previously advocated for more fashion flexibility.  

"I don't mind wearing a suit, but it gets old pretty quick," Matthews told 
ESPN's Emily Kaplan in a recent interview. "I think it'd be fun to wear 
different things and be able to express yourself, similar to what the NBA 
does or even the NFL a little bit." 

"I'm with him," said Marner. "I think a lot of guys are with him ... It's good 
to express yourself." 

So, what will be allowed this year?  

"There's a happy medium between, like, casual and whatever a suit and 
tie would be," Matthews said. "It's nice to mix it up a little bit and have fun 
with it."  

The Arizona Coyotes have also decided to relax their dress code this 
season.  

Leafs find 'happy medium' with relaxed dress code this season 

The Maple Leafs appear to be relaxing the team's dress code on game 
days, moving more towards a 'business casual' look as opposed to the 
traditional suit and tie. Auston Matthews, Mitch Marner and John Tavares 
commented on finding a 'happy medium' with Toronto's new dress code. 

--- 

Fans at Scotiabank Arena have been showing their support for Jack 
"Soupy" Campbell by shouting "Sooooooooup!" after big saves this 
season.  

"I did hear and really appreciate it so thanks guys," Campbell said with a 
big smile on Saturday night. "That's pretty cool." 

The 29-year-old has never experienced that type of cheer before. 

Campbell stopped 20-of-21 Senators shots on Saturday night, but didn't 
feel entirely comfortable.  

"I was OK," he said. "I have standards and it just wasn't my 'A' game. 
But, got a win and feel good about getting a win. I'll watch the tape and 
be better next game." 

Was he specifically disappointed with the goal he allowed?  

"No, just the overall game," he said. "But, the goal, obviously, I didn't 
love. I'm usually more patient than that. So, just a little bit 
uncharacteristic, but I'll clean it up."   

With Petr Mrazek sidelined 14 days with a groin injury sustained on 
Thursday, Campbell will get a run of games here, and he can draw 
confidence from posting a win despite not feeling his best.  

"I'm not, like, beating myself up over [it]. We're all human," he said. "We 
all have a little bit of an off night, but I just expect some areas to be better 
and I'll sharpen those up and be ready to go on Monday."  

Campbell appreciates 'Sooooooup' support from fans, but felt he played 
just 'OK' 

Jack Campbell improved to 2-0-0 on the season on Saturday night. Fans 
at Scotiabank Arena serenaded the goalie with “Sooooooup” every time 
he made a big save. The 29-year-old appreciated the support, but quickly 
pointed out he wasn’t at his best against the Senators. 

--- 

With fans allowed back in the building this season, Wayne Simmonds is 
now able to share a moment with his family along the glass during warm-
ups.   

"It's special," he said. "I think being able to play in my hometown and 
having my wife and daughter at the game for warm-ups, they've been 
there the last two home game, it's been really nice for me to see them. 
And just have the fans, in general, it's been unbelievable. They're getting 
pretty rowdy out there and it's nice to see. It energizes me and helps me 
play better."   

Simmonds got the crowd fired up by scoring Toronto's first goal on 
Saturday night. Michael Bunting, also a local product, picked up his first 
goal as a Leaf in the third period.  

"I'm pretty much speechless about it," the 26-year-old said. "It was a 
pretty cool experience to look up and see all those Maple Leaf jerseys in 
the crowd and cheering and they were cheering for me. For a kid coming 
up, growing up in Scarborough not too far from here, it's a dream come 
true to score that first one."    

Simmonds and Bunting are both from the same part of Toronto and it's 
an important part of their identity as hockey players.  

"If you come from Scarborough and you hear other people come from 
Scarborough you're always pretty close with them," Bunting said. "The 
lifestyle growing up there, you know, you grind to get what you get." 

"We got such a tight community in Scarborough," Simmonds said. "I 
know all the guys who came up in my age group, and even all the 
younger guys and older guys, we always look out for each other. We 
have a nice, tight network and it's nice to have another guy on your team 
from Scarborough, that's for sure."  

Simmonds and Bunting are both heart-and-soul guys, who bring a blue-
collar approach to the blue and white.  

Bunting has already drawn three penalties, one in each game played.  

"He's the energizer bunny out there," Simmonds observed. "He's always 
yapping. He plays hard. He's got really good hands and a great motor." 

"Whether he is scoring or not, he is competing at a very high level," said 
Keefe. "He is engaged in the game and he is engaged in every shift. He 
wants to score. Of course, everybody wants to score, but it is very 
obvious — it is apparent — that he is putting himself out there. He is not 
afraid to go to the areas where a goal is more likely to happen. He is in 
the fight every day. That is what I like about him." 

Simmonds admits he would hate playing against a guy like Bunting.  

"He'd probably be in my back-pocket all game and getting me pretty 
annoyed," Simmonds said with a chuckle. "It's great to have guys like 
that on your team. I can't stress enough how much that brings to the 
morale of the team and gets everyone else going. It's a huge factor and 
Bunts is doing an unbelievable [job]." 
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'You grind to get what you get': Scarborough boys power Leafs to 
emotional win 

A couple of Scarborough, Ont. boys teamed up to help the Leafs earn an 
emotional win Saturday night. Wayne Simmonds and Michael Bunting 
both scored, their first tallies in front of a home crowd in Toronto, and 
afterwards described the moment and what it means to be a hockey 
player from Scarborough. 

--- 

Lines at Sunday's practice:  

Ritchie - Matthews - Marner 

Bunting - Tavares - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Kampf - Fase  

Spezza / Engvall - Simmonds  

Rielly - Brodie  

Amadio - Liljegren 

Sandin - Dermott  

Campbell  

Hutchinson  

Absent: Holl (illness), Mrazek (groin), Muzzin (maintenance) 

Power play units at Sunday's practice:   

QB: Rielly  

Flanks: Nylander, Matthews  

Middle: Marner  

Net front: Tavares  

QB: Sandin  

Flanks: Kase, Spezza  

Middle: Bunting 

Net front: Ritchie 
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TSN.CA / 'Pumped' Matthews ready to make return Monday against 
Rangers 

Auston Matthews waited until he was ready. Finally, that time has come. 
The Maple Leafs’ star anticipates making his season debut on Monday, 
when Toronto hosts the New York Rangers. Kristen Shilton has more. 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

 

TORONTO — 

waited until he was ready. Finally, that time has come.  

The Maple Leafs’ star anticipates making his season debut on Monday, 
when Toronto hosts the New York Rangers. It’s been a long road for 
Matthews, from offseason wrist surgery on Aug. 13 to admitting he hadn’t 
reached his goal of being 100 per cent healthy by the Leafs’ opener last 
Wednesday. 

Sitting out the Leafs’ first three games wasn’t an easy choice, but it’s one 
Matthews knows can pay off.  

“It's been good to just stay patient and make sure I'm feeling fully 
confident, which [after] taking a little bit of extra time I absolutely do,” 
Matthews said after the Leafs’ practice on Sunday. “I'm pumped. It’s 
been not a lot of fun watching. I've been itching to get back in.” 

Matthews elected to undergo the wrist procedure after the nagging issue 
that forced him to miss four games last season simply didn’t heal like 
he’d hoped. The recovery process cut into his summer training and 
forced Matthews to miss parts of the Leafs’ training camp sessions and 
the entire preseason schedule.  

But cleaning up that problem was paramount in the bigger picture of 
Matthews’ career, and he acknowledged that post-surgery he doesn’t 
expect it bother him again.  

Matthews said there wasn’t one moment specifically where he felt sure 
that a return was imminent, only that it was a combination of factors.  

“I think it was just a progression throughout the week [working with skill 
coaches],” he said. “And just how I felt physically in my body, and 
mentally, all that stuff.” 

Matthews is already coming off the most productive season of his career, 
where a 41-goal performance earned him a Rocket Richard Trophy. 
Throughout the recovery process, Matthews has zeroed in on different 
aspects of his game to improve and now aims to show how he’s evolved 
as player.  

“I just want to continue having that consistency every single night. It’s 
hard to do night after night,” he said. “And that's why the best players are 
the best players for a reason, because it's easier to be good for a week 
or a month but it's really hard to be good night after night consistently so 
that's really all I focus on is being prepared.” 

Coach Sheldon Keefe had Matthews slot onto the Leafs’ top line between 
Mitch Marner and for practice. Even when Matthews didn’t feel up to 
being in the lineup, Keefe could see the fruits of his labour, and believes 
it will help take Matthews to that elusive “next level” as a player.  

“His skating to me looks even better than it was a year ago, and I thought 
he skated better a year ago than he did two seasons ago,” Keefe said. 
“He's changed his body, his training, but he's also committed a lot more 
time to working on his skating given that he couldn't handle pucks [after 
surgery] and he looks a lot quicker out here than what I've seen him 
before in the past. Those are the kinds of things that just add another 
layer to this game.” 

The Leafs have gotten off to a 2-1-0 start with Matthews, and now that 
he’s back there’s more opportunity for success at both 5-on-5 and the 
power play. Matthews was back on Toronto’s top unit there with Marner, 

, and 

, and said his presence should “open up space for someone” and allow 
the Leafs’ special teams more chances to score.  

Matthews should also help the Leafs’ top line do more damage on the 
scoresheet. Through those first three games, Ritchie and Marner have 
come up empty offensively. Matthews’ skill set, on both side of the puck, 
should help turn that around. Once he gets back in the groove, of course.  

"The biggest thing I think is just that he's valued [his defensive game],” 
said Keefe. “He’s recognizing how important it is not only for the team 
and what it does to keep the pucks out of our net but it also gets them 
pucks back quicker and gets them on offence. I think making that 
connection for him has made a lot of sense, and then he's a big strong 
guy with great instincts and great stick speed. He's got all the tools.” 
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USA TODAY / Report: Former NHL player Jimmy Hayes, 31, had 
fentanyl, cocaine in system at time of death 

 

Mike Brehm 

USA TODAY 

 

Former college hockey star and NHL player Jimmy Hayes had fentanyl 
and cocaine in his system at the time of his Aug. 23 death at the age of 
31, two of his relatives told the Boston Globe. 

His wife, Kristen, said she received the toxicology report on Friday. 

“I was completely shocked,’’ she told the newspaper. “I was so certain 
that it had nothing to do with drugs. I really thought it was a heart attack 
or anything that wasn’t that [drugs]. ... He never showed any signs of a 
struggle at home.’’ 

Jimmy was found dead in his Massachusetts home a day after the family 
celebrated their son's second birthday. The couple also has a younger 
son. 

Jimmy's father, Kevin, told the Globe that Jimmy had told him last year 
about his issues and that he later received treatment. 

"(He) said, ‘Dad, I’m hooked on these pills. I got injured and I started 
taking them and I never got off.’ And I said, ‘Well, let’s get you some 
help.’ He went to a place up in Haverhill (Massachusetts)," Kevin said. 
"So he gets help and everything was on the path to recovery, I thought. 
But this [expletive] is so powerful.’’ 

The popular Boston native won a national title with Boston College in 
2010. He played for the Chicago Blackhawks, Florida Panthers, Boston 
Bruins and New Jersey Devils during his seven years in the NHL, 
recording 54 goals and 55 assists.  

Jimmy – whose brother, Kevin, plays for the Philadelphia Flyers – retired 
after playing in the American Hockey League in 2018-19. He recently had 
co-hosted a podcast with two other former NHL players. 

His father said he hoped people would remember Jimmy's charitable side 
and he was coming forward with the toxicology results in hopes that it 
could help other people. 

"If this can save someone from the pain, great," he said. "It’s just so sad. 
... You have a beautiful, All-American boy who made a terrible mistake 
and it cost him his life.’’ 
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